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OUR ADVERTISERS HAVE 
Some special bargains this 
week. We advise that you 
read their ad-offers careful.~)', 
and then purchase with per-
fect assurance of quality. ~eacbera (to liege 1Rewa 
EVENTS-OF-THE-WEEK 
Forum Meeting , Thursday, 
8 P. M.; Basketball, Eastern 
Vs. Oakland 1ctty, Friday, 
7 :30 P. M.; Lecturer John 
Mason Brown, Friday, 8 P.M. 
Columbia M edolist 
Wint~er, 1935 "TELL THE TRUTH AND DON'T BE AFRAID" 
!CPA First Place 
1931-32-33-34-35 
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Safety Exa01 
Data Tallied; 
Report Made 
.....•............................................•. Violin Recital John Mason Brown, F antous 
Theatre Critic, Will Lecture 
At Eastern This Friday Night 
Investigator Wayne P. Hughes 
Finds Men Score Higher than 
Women in Most Phases orf 
Driving Test Recently Given. 
Scores Range Low 
Wayne P. Hughes of the industrial 
arts department has announced detail-
ed results of the driving safety test 
given all college and high school stu-
dents and faculty members a· fortnight 
ago. 
Individual scores will be posted in 
room 19 of the practical arts building 
for those who might be interested in 
knowing how they rank. 
In only one case was it apparent 
that the answers were deliberately 
checked incorrectly. 
Mr. Hughes made the following no-
tation: 
"The greatest milage was recorded by 
a college senior at 800,000 miles. As-
suming that he is the average age for 
a college senior and that he started 
driving when twelve years old he would 
have had to drive about 250 miles every 
day since he started in order to have 
driven this' far." 
Mr. Hughes' report includes a sum-
mary of the scores of mileage for all 
who took the test, or 866 people. 
The average score for all who were 
tested was 57.9. 
In an analysis of the questions, Mr. 
Hughes gives the correct answers to all, 
with statistics on the number of 
right and wrong answers. 
Due to exigencies of space, the News 
is unable to publish this report in en-
tirety. For those interested we will 
supply a copy of the results, or re-
commend that you interview Mr. 
Hughes. 
Some of highlights of his report in-
clude: 
Only 18 persons missed the question, 
"What is the main purpose of a horn 
Donald R. Alter and Paris J. 
Van Horn tied for highest score 
among faculty members who took 
the test. Each had 87; Miss Litch-
field bested both, however, with 88. 
Students scores were as follows: 
Senior men, Otho Quick 90; 
senior women, Mary Funk 81 and 
Stella Shrader 81; junior men, 
Ross Cox 86; junior women, Grace 
Donavane 80 and Virginia Jackson 
80; sophomore men, Robert Fair-
chi'd who has never driven, 88; 
sophomore women, Norma Newman 
81; freshmen men, Aubrey Sim-
mons 94; freshman women, Alice 
Ogden 80. Merlie Biggs with 83 
was highest among post graduate 
students. 
on your automobile?" the most popular 
mistake-"For warning pedestrains to 
get out of the way." 
757 answered correctly the question, 
"You are driving on a two-way street 
and approach the rear end of a street 
car which has stopped to load or un-
load passengers at a car stop where 
there is no loading platform. What 
would you do?" Correct answer- "Stop 
back of the nearest door of the street 
car." 
830 knew what to do if desiring to 
stop as quickly as possible on an icy 
pavement. 
Question seven developed the most 
interesting responses. It was, "There 
were 36,000 deaths from motoring ac-
cidents last year. What was the chief 
(Continued on Page 8) 
---EISTc---
Pr.e-Registration 
Da tes Established 
Pre-registration dates for the spring 
quarter for sophomores, juniors, and 
seniors are February 24-March 4, in-
clusive. Blanks may be obtained in the 
main office, as usual. Those with pro-
gram problems may consult Dean F. A 
Beu. 
EI BICYCLIST BESTS 
AUTOISTS IN HUGHES 
HIT OR MIS~S CLASSIC 
To Be Offered 
At El Tonight 
Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Weckel, Mrs. 
-----------------------+ 
Take a firm grip on the emer-
gency brake, ease off on the ac-
ce:erator and shut your eyes; an up-
set is heading your way - an upset 
in the result of Wayne P . Hughes' 
sa.fety test. 
Ethel !Scott Phipps Will Be 
Featured Performers. To Speak Friday Night I Sta~f Member of ~ew York Eve-
- mng Post, C10ntnbutor to Many 
The crash comes about in this 
way: Miss Florence Litchfield, a 
bicyclist by travel, outscored all fac-
ulty men and women with a score 
of 88. Charles H. Coleman, bane of 
the safety league and regarded by 
· some as the middle link between 
travel by land and travel by air 
made one of the lowest marks on 
the test. G . H. Seymour, one of the 
non-drivers on the faculty who has 
an asperion even for auto travel, 
made one of the highest scores. 
Bob Fairchild, a sophomore, made 
the highest score in his class and 
hasn't driven a: car in hi'S life-time. 
Frederick Miller one of the stu-
dents with the Coleman speed com-
p:ex made one of the highest scor-
ing marks. He maintains speed is 
only a minor factor in the cause of 
accidents. 
Results of this crash: one de-
flated tire and ~wo slightly bumped 
fenders. 
Three figures well known to the 
Eastern State music world will pre-
sent a recital in the college auditorium 
this evening at 8 o'clock. They are: 
Richard W. Weckel, director of the 
band and orchestra, violinist; Mrs. R. 
W. Weckel, soprano; Mrs. Ethel Scott 
Ph'ipps, accompanist. The program is 
so divided that there are three groups 
for viohn and one group for voice. 
The rec-ital will be held in the col-
lege auditorium, and not in the high 
, school assembly room as announced 
last week. -in the News. 
Mr. Weckel has appeared frequently 
before Eastern audiences, either as 
director of· the band and orchestra, as 
a member of the College Trio, or as 
a violin soloist. 
Mrs. )Veckel has sung on several 
programs before EI audiences. It was 
stated in last week's paper that she 
was a newcomer to Eastern programs; 
in February, 1932, she and Mrs. Phipps 
gave a piano recital. Mrs. Weckel 
has assiste:ct on several programs since 
that t'ime. JOHN MASON BROWN 
Journals Appears As Enter-
tainment Course Feature. 
Critics Laud Him 
John Mason Brown, dramatic 
critic of the New York Evening Post 
1 will lecture in the college auditorium 
thi:s Friday evening· at 8 o'clock un-
der the auspices of the Entertain-
ment Course and H. DeF. Widger, 
committee chairman. 
News readers learned a great deal 
about Mr. Brown and his reputation 
as a critic and lecturer from last 
week's interview with Miss Isabel Mc-
Kinney, head of the Eastern English 
department who heard him lecture 
frequently last summer at the Bread 
Loaf Writers' Conference in Vermont. 
Mr. Brown began his writing career 
as a reporter on the LOuisville Courier 
Journal during the last days of the 
Henry Watterson regime, even before 
he attended Harvard university. In 
.•.•••...........•.......•....•.•.••...•...•••...••• 
The C<?mplete program for tonight -
Harvard he was a member of George 
Pierce Baker's famous 47 Workshop 
course. I,Ie was graduated with a 
cum laude degree in 1923 and before 
is as follows: R d• D b t f 
La Folia, variations, by Corelli; a l0 e a eS 0 Practice Teachers 
Notified to Enroll 
Director Walter W. Co.ok An-
nounces Five-Day Schedule. , 
Concerto in G minor-allegro mod- B T ' 'C' 
erato, adagio, allegro energico; both e J e am S r are 
by Mr. Weckel; Dedication, by Franz; 
Lullaby, by Mozart; Time Was When 
r 'in Anguish Lay, by Griffes; Rain , Women 's Team Will Be Heard 
by curran-vocal selections to be sung from W JBC This Afternoon. 
the degree was in his hands he had 
accepted a position as head of the 
dramatic department at the summer 
school of the University of Montana. 
So began his career as lecturer. 
Walter W. Cook, head of teacher-
training and the Training school an-
nounces that all students planning to 
take practice teaching during tl\e 
spring term will be enrolled accord-
ing to the following schedule: 
by Mrs. Weckel; Ballade and Polo-
naise, by Vieuitemps-violin numbers · Eastern's debate teams face a full 
to be played by Mr. Weckel. program this week, including two radio 
The student body and general pub- and three platform debates. This aft-
lie are invited to attend. No admis- ernoon Grace Kortum and Evelyn May-
sian will be charged. er will participate in a debate to be 
---EisT broadcast over WJBC at Bloomington 
Wednesday, Feb. 12 - All students 
who plan to teach in the first four 
grades of the Training school. 
Thursday, Feb. 13 - All students 
who plan to teach in grades five, six, 
seven and eight. 
Fr.iday, Feb. 14 - All students in 
social science and geography depart-
ments. 
Monday, Feb. 17 - Students in the 
English department. 
Tuesday - Students in all other de-
partments. 
Mr. Cook wiU enroll students at his 
office in the Training school during 
the following hours: 8 to 12' a. m.; 1 
to 4 p . m. 
Official Score Sheet 
Betters Debate Mark 
The official standard sheet showing 
the results of the debate tournament 
held at State Normal January 25 and 
26 proved that Eastern's debate squads 
had a higher percentage than any of 
the other entrants. J. Glenn Ross, 
coach of the debate teams, received the 
final rest4ts from Professor F. L. D. 
Holmes,' .tournament director at Nor-
mal, early this week. 
In the first rating, tabulated within 
an hour after the end of the tourna-
ment, Eastern was overclassed by Nor-
mal. But the new results show that 
---EisTc Eastern won 23 and lost 15 debates, 
Four Papers Will Be making t_he percenta~e .60>5. Dekalb 
• • • took second h onors w1th a percentage Given by Scientists of .600. Olivet with .555 and Normal 
--- j with .529 took third and fourth place 
Science club members will meet to- respectively. 
morrow night to hear a series of pa- Instead of winning 8 and losing 6 as 
pers read by advanced students of the it was announced before, the women's 
physics department. Ralph Mcintosh team won 9 and lost 2, making its 
will discuss, "Head-light Glare Solved percentage .818. The percentage of the 
by Polaxized Light." "The Gyroscope men's team is now .519 which puts it 
and Its Uses" is Cecil Elam's .topic. in sixth place. 
Wilbra Osborn will tell of "Injuries The significance of this improved 
from Contact with Electricity." Dane standard sheet is that of the sehools 
Bouslog is to discuss "The Lost Art of represented by both men and women 
Hardening Copper." teams, EI had the best percentage. 
-------------------~, -------------
SUMMARY OF SCORES ,QF MILEAGE 
Number 
(1200 on the dial) between four and 
four-thirty. They will uphold the af-
firmative of the question: "Resolved, 
that the present administration should 
be retained in office." 
This Saturday, Marion Mathas and 
Roy Gruenwald will uphold the nega-
tive of the question of judicial review. 
This debate will be broadcast over 
WCFL, .Chicago, (970 on the diaD be-
tween five and five-thirty. This de-
bate will be judged by the radio· audi-
ence. Easterners who listen m ay be 
interested in voting their favorite. 
In addition to these, the men's teams 
will participate in two platform de-
bates at Dekalb on Thursday; and the 
negative team will debate with St. Via -
tor on Friday night before going on to 
Chicago Saturday. 
----EISTC----
Otho Quick Succeed$ 
To Fidelis Presidency 
A committee to investiga.te the pos-
sibilities of realizing next fall their 
long-standing hope - of occupying a 
house was appointed last week by 
Otho Quick, follow-
ing a decision to do 
so at the Tuesday 
meeting of Fidelis. 
Quick took over the 
offi:ce of president, 
succeeding Vincent 
Kelly. Mac Waltrip 
was chosen vice-
Faculty ..... ............................................. 40 
Men ...................................................... 30 
Av. Score 
!11.9 
'72.6 
70.3 
Agg. Miles 
3,613,250 
3,255.000 
358,250 
Av. Miles: 
90,331 
108,400 
38,825 
1 president to fill the 
vacancy 1 eft by 
Otho Quick 
Women .... ............................................ 10 
College .................................................... 688 
Men .............. ........................................ 284 
Women ................. .. ......... .................... 404 
Seniors ................................................ 98 
Senior Men ........................................ 55 
Senior Women ................................ 43 
Juniors .... ............................................ 89 
Junior Men ........................................ 39 
Junior Women ................................ 50 
Sophomores ...................................... 249 
Sophomore Men .............................. 83 
Sophomore Women ........................ 166 
Freshmen .......................................... 248 
Freshmen Men ................................ 107 
Freshmen Women .......................... 141 
Post Graduates ................................ 4 
58.2 
62:.4 
55.1 
63 
65.4 
59.5 
56.9 
61.1 
55.4 
56.6 
61.3 
54.3 
57.7 
62 
54.3 
65 
15,129,128 
12,816,350 
2,213,778 
4,213,285 
3,854,600 
458,685 
2,269,500 
1,866,500• 
403,000 
4,216,826 
3,232,000 
984,826 
4,418,017 
3,872,250 
545,767 
·20,500 
22,003 
45,128 
5,724 
42,992 
70,080 
10,667 
25,500 
47,859 
8,060 
16,943 
38,840 
5,923 
17,819 
36,189 
3,870 
5,125 
Quick, who was elected during the 
fall term. 
Vincent Kelly has resigned the presi-
dency, which he has held for the past 
year, because of other duties, the most 
pressing of which is connected with 
his office as secretary-treasurer of the 
Illinois Press Association, which meets 
, here this spring. 
George Buck and Thomas Endsley 
were appointed pledgemasters to as-
sign their arduous duties to the eight 
incoming p:edges for the next four 
weeks preceding formal initiation. 
The pledges are: Glenn Sunderman, 
Herschel Cole, Ray Cole, George 
Gain, John Lewis, Harold Younger, 
J ames Stahl and John Farrar. 
Since then Mr. Brown has been 
staff lecturer for the American La-
boratory theatre, in New Yc:-k Gity, 
and is now staff lecturer for the In-
stitute of Arts and Sciences, Columbia 
university, the League for Political 
Education, New York City; the Phil-
adelphia Forum, and the Brooklyn 
Institute of Arts and Sciences. He is 
head of the dramatic department of 
the latter institution. In 1931-32 he 
gave a series of lectures at Yale uni-
versity on "The History of Criticism 
from Aristotle to the Present ." 
Some of his other prominent lecture 
topics include: "Broadway in R eview," 
(a discussion of the current plays) ; 
"The Frontier Theatre," "Shakespeare 
A La Mode," (both illustrated); 
"Trends of the Mood in Drama," "The 
Theatre and the Movies," and "Per-
sonalities of the Contemporary Stage." 
Mr. Brown is the author of four 
books on the subject of the theatre. 
They are: 'Letters from Greenroom 
Ghosts," "Upstage," - "The American 
Theatre as Seen By Its Critics," and 
"The Modern Theatre in Revolt." 
Mr. Brown is popular with his 
fellow-critics, as well as with his vast 
following of r eaders and listeners. 
William Lyon Phelps has pronounced 
him the "best lecturer on the drama 
among dramati'c critics." 0. 0. Mc-
Inyre pens that "John Mason Brown 
has become a sensation in t he lecture 
field." 
Recreation tickets will admit stu-
1 
de.nt:' to the lecture hall; general ad-
rrusswn for others will be 40 cents. 
---EISTC----
Floyd Allard Billed 
To Speak for Forum 
The Forum club will meet this 
Thursday at 7:30 in room 6 to hear 
Floyd Allard who will speak on the sub-
ject, "Amending Process of Our State 
Constit ution." This is to be the fourth 
in a series of discussions on problems 
emitting from the complexty of our 
state constitution. 
Numerous attempts to amend our 
state constitution have been made dur-
ing the last quarter of a century; but 
none of these a ttempts have succeed-
ed since 1904. Only seven times since 
adoption of the document have amend-
ments thereto been ratified. Why this 
seeming difficulty in amendment? The 
provisions for amendment in our Con-
stitution are so complex that they have 
proved practically unworkable. There 
will be a discussion of this topic at the 
Forum. 
Page Two TEACHERS COLLEGE NEWS Tuesday, February 11, 1936 
Rotary Club Will 
Sponsor Twin Bill 
Critic's Ar ticles May 
Be Found in Li~rary 
Miss Booth Describes 
War T ime Experiences 
Elmer Yearns for Old - Time Skating 
Part.ies; Promises Valentine Day Gift 
. I Miss Mary J. Booth, librarian, Sat-
'' Man of Aran'' and ''Lover Di-
vine'' Are Billed ; Full Show 
Scheduled After Brown Talk. 
John Mason Brown, noted theatre 
critic who will appear here Friday 
night as a feature on the Entertain-
ment Course, is the author of many 
magazine articles, most of which 
Dear E-lmiree: I urday afternoon before the Charles-
! wished they would have some real ton D. A. R., read a paper entitled "My 
skatin parties over here l'ike they _had l Experiences Overseas" which related 
at Dogsknee Bend on Snake Wiggle 1 her observations on the World War as 
may be found in our library. 
By Doit Montgomery. For those interested, the list reads: 
"Man of. Aran" and "Lover Divine" 
Creek. Seems like they dont have no I reported in numerous letters to an 
git up about them over here mush. aunt in the United States. 
"Sketch," Stage, March 1934; WI.ll appea.r at the Lincoln theater this 
"Leonstat Sinner Mae West," 
All they want to do is go to high fa- I ! Miss Booth joined the Red Cross 
lutin dances where they entangle their I service, can teener division, in 1917 in Friday as a benefit double-feature arms around each other. The last 1 American Theatre, by Moses and Sponsored by the Charleston Rotary 
Brown· "Otis Skinner," American time I was · around where one of them 1 response to a call for volunteers. The club headed by Walter W. Cook. Shows ' 
Th tre Moses and Brown·, "Peg at 2:30 in the afternoon and at 7 and ea_ • 
W lf n glan to Ina Claire," Theatre 9:30 in the evening will be given. By 0 I 
offering the late evening performance Arts Monthly; "Four Georges," 
of the complete show bill, students who 'I Thea~re Arts Monthly, 1933; "Propo-
attend the lecture by John Mason gandiSt Thea~re~;" ~heatre Ar~ 
B ·n the college auditorium at 8 Monthly, 1929 , Russwn Theatre, r~wn ~11 have time to see the benefit Atlantic, 1929; "Some Court Theatres," ~how. as well. Theatre Arts Monthly, 1929. 
'Tis an Irish Production Mr. Brown's latest ·magazine con-
If you are curious about the ancestry tribution is to Vanity Fair, January 
of some of our more pronounced Irish issue, whi·ch may' be obtained it1 the li-
faculty members, don't miss the "Man brary. He does not tell of the 
of Aran," Robert Flaherty's saga of the theatre in this account, but of the 
sea. It is a movie about Irishmen, act- Swedish royal family. The title is, 
ed by Irishmen, and filmed by an Irish- "Those Royal Virtuosi- the Swedish 
man. It is, indeed, an Irish photo- Bernadottes." 
play, EISTc---
The bare, rocky Aran Islands 30 MRS. WALTER W. COOK 
miles off the coast of Ireland are in- IS HOSTESS AT BRIDGE 
habited oy a people whose life is that • 
was, I want. you to know that one 
1 
paper tells of her progress: 
i "Soon I was in New York waiting 
orders to sail when word came that no 
more canteeners were t o be sent. Back 
I came to Charleston for t he opening 
of school and worked until November 
10 .... 
of the fourteenth century. Here the Mrs. Walter w. Cook entertained 
play was filmed. It pictures the cruel with a bridge party Wednesday after-
endless struggle of a primitive people , noon at her home, 1538 Fourth street. 
with their only master, the T?ighty sea. I At 1:30 o'clock a dessert course was 
Towering waves 300 feet high often served which was followed by three 
crash the savage, r~ky . sea . shore. tables of bridge. Guests were: Mrs. 
These sturdy ~eople _fiSh m this tre-1 P aul w. Sloan, Mrs. Donald A. Roths-
mendous . surf m frail canvass boats I child, Mrs. Kevin J. Guinagh, Mrs. 
called curraghs. You will get another L. F. Ashley, Mrs. Harry R. Jack,;:;on, 
thrill in watchi~g ~e curr_aghcrew I Mrs. Frank L. Verwiebe, Mrs. Jay B. 
hunt sharks, a sklll whwh requrres per- I MacGregor, Mrs. Harry L. Metter, Mrs. 
feet timing and perfect judging of the l Earland Ritchie, Mrs. Wesley C. East-
woman had · on a dress that was way 1 
too long for her. If it didn't look some 
sloppy with her tryin to dance around 1 
a hold'in her dress up to keep it from 
being tromped on. If she hadda cut 
off the floor mop and draped it a.round 
her neck, she woulda looked a little IJ 
more dressed. I guess I sorta diver-
tiated from what I was saying-about i 
skatin. I dont git to use my skates j 
much over here. I skated to school .
1 once and a smart alecky person had 
sprinkled sand all over the walk. They j 
might have made me broken my neck I 
if I hadn"t seen it in time. EVerbody 
took a test 'in chapel last week. I 1 
forgot what kind of a test they called 1 
it but anyway it was to show how 
smart you are. I'm awful anxious to I 
find out just how near the top I came. I 
The questions were as easy to answer . , _ 
as Aunt Matilda's doughnuts are to thmgs. Te.l ~he · fo_lks not to sell t~e 
eat. I answered everone as I got to spotted calf till I g1t to see her agam. 
"After a few days in New York as 
one of a unit of 30 Red Cross workers 
I boarded the Chicago of the French 
line, bound for Bordeaux .... The 
night before Thanksgiving we arrived 
in Paris and I can still remember the 
thrill I had when we drove through the 
Place de la Concorde . . . . Several 
days later I was assigned .to I ssoudan 
. . . near Tours. This part of France 
was given over to Americans. Our 
camp was several kilometers outside 
of Issoudan; one of a group of camps, 
having aviators in different stages of 
preparation of learning to fly . . . 
them. If theyd just given me more ELMER 
Miss Booth then quotes from letters 
sent home which tell of her work, the 
hours, the food, quarters, and interests. 
Running through these letters is re-time I woulda got them all. I guess p_ s .-I'm sending you something 
they ran short on time cause I wasn't fer Valentine's day. I can't tell you 
quite half done when they made me what it is but 'it's heart shaped and 
stop. its got something in it that ain't bad 
(Continued on Page 7) 
I got to warm in my red flannels to eat. 
Application 
Photographs 
surf-or so-long curraghcrew! man, Mrs. Ralph Cordier, and Mrs. 
Native Cast Featured . Lloyd sundennan. 
The cast is composed of natives of 
yesterday so I took them off last night. 
Don't tell mom though. You'll have 
to be careful about telling her things 
that I confied in you. Just use your 
own desecration about telling her 
the Aran Islands. "Tiger" King, the 
man in the "Man of Aran," plays the 
leading role. Maggie Divane, the 
woman of Aran, can do a jig that will 
set your feet atingle. To complete 
'Looks at Books'- News and Revie·ws 
principals of the cast, there is Michael Several months ago News heads re- pre-war ·gold standard in 1933. 
Dillane, the boy of Aran. 1 ceived a letter from Havana, Cuba., With the greatest battle in history 
For all lovers - lovers of music, of the Latin Amer:can Lecture club, to of organized labor now raging between 
romance, of beauty, and drama,- the be specific. Said the letter in part: rival union advocates, Matthew Woll's 
musical drama, "Lover Divine," will be The club has the purpose of making book, "Labor, Industry, ·and Govern-
a treat. The music is by Franz Schu- known to the great American publl:c ment" shou:d be of timely nature. Woll 
bert. The film deals with the romance the various Spanis~ ~eri~an nati~ns says labor believes in economic plan-
of Schubert. First Emmie, lovely through the pubhcatwn m English ning, distrusted the NRA, favors bar-
daughter of a pawnbroker, ca~tures, of the best literary works. produced ! gaining power. 
his love. Then the Countess beWitches by some of these lands · .. . The Free Throws 
him with her gypsy song and dance. founders of the . club are desrrous of "M t• on the Bounty•• set a vogue 
· · h · · ult 1 d ' 1 ti u my ' The result is "the unflmshed symp : creatmg by th1S c . w·a lVU ga on as you expected. G. E. Mannering and 
ony," famous "B Minor Symphony. a better understandmg between the Bonamy Dobree _ two Englishmen _ 
The chief players are Hans Jaray, people of the whole American con- have written a book on same theme 
Helen Chandler, and Marta Eggerth. tinent. ll d "The Floating- Republic." Color-
Special music features are sung by Just two weeks ago a book was re- fcal e d bl ·t·ng 
- Ch · - · 11 d 1 u rea a e, exCl I . the famous VIenna Boys' oir, music leased by the Cuban Press ca e ' 
by the Vienna Philharmonic orchestra, "Cuban Sideshow," by R. Hart Phillips. No Score. 
songs by the Vienna State Ophera, and The book is an account of recent Cuban Another damsel who likes ~o ~rite 
music by the Gypsy Band Gyla How- history "with a running comment of mystery stuff comes forth With The 
arth. entertaining chatter." String Glov~ Myste~y." Oharacte~s 
---EisTc There must be a tie-up between from an English huntmg set do t~eir 
---EISTC---
IS GUEST OF HONOR 
Gladys Watk.'ins was guest of honor 
at a dinner Wednesday noon, given by 
the girls residing at 1075 Seventh 
street. Those present were: Norma 
i Jones, P auline Jones, Martha Elder, ! 
Antoinette Miseur, and Esther Wise-
hart. 
You can have them made from 
your W arP.ler picture. 
ART CRAFT 
STUDIO 
Milk Keeps You Going!. 
This most complete of all foods is absolutely essential to 
the daily well be'ing of adults and children alike. But i t 
must be pw·e, fresh and wholesome. Our milk-because it 
is bottled under the strictest sanitary supervision, fresh 
because it is rushed direct to you w'ith a minimum of delay, 
wholesome because it contains a deep cream l'ine that re-
mains always the same. P atronize MEADOW GOLD DAIRY 
and be sm-e of rGceiving daily the highest quality milk on 
the market. 
Meadow Gold Dairy 
PHONE 7 7th & VAN BUREN Beauty Hints Offered 
High School Students 
those two stories. The Cubans, the 'bloominest' to keep the piec~ ~ovmg, . 
~tterclass~~u~areaproudp~~~ , b~ ~as, ~ey~e on~ desenmher~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
anxious to prove to the United States +·-··-·-~~-·-··-.. -·-•-••-•u-u-u-•-••- .. -••-u-u-.. -u-••-u-u-••-•·-·--· • • • • • • • .. .. -·-·+ 
that they deserved their independence. I 0 NA L CARDS 1 Evelyn Croughan of the college home Cuba is a youn g country, with prac- CHAR L EST 0 N P R 0 FE S S J 
economics department gave a demon- tically no cultural background. Forma- _ +·--··-~~-··-·-~·-·•-••-••-••-••· +•-u-··-·-··-·-··-~~-·-··-··-··-··-+·----·· .. •-·--·-··-··-.. -stration on "cosmetics" before the high tion of the Latin American Lecture 
school clothing class last week. The club would seem to indicate that Cuba Phones: Office,_ 126; . Re~idence, _ 715 
unit beillig studied was "personal is acquiring culture and certain na-
grooming." tional pri9-e. Cuba deserves your ad-
Miss Croughan brought out the fa?t miration. 
that because the texture of the skin Baskets 
varies wit~ di~~rent people, it is be~t For optimistic speculation, get' be-
J. A. OLIVER, M. D. 
Eye, Ear, ·Nose and Throat 
Charleston National Bank Bldg. 
Charleston, Dl. 
DR. W. B. TYM 
DENTIST 
Charleston National Bank Bldg. 
Phones: Office, 476; Residence, 762 
O:ffice Phone 43 Res. Phone 1148 
DR. W. E. SUNDERMAN 
DENTIST 
Hours: 8 to 12-1 to 5 
People's Drug Store Bldg. 
Charleston, Ill. · for e~ch mdlVldual to h~ve a skin j ween the covers of "The Inevitable 
analysis and choose the kind of cos- Wo 7d Recovery, Harold Fish.er an +·--·-·--~-·-·-~~-~·-· _.,_ ,_,._.,_,._.,_,._,._,._,._.,_,._.,_.,_, _,_.,_.,_, __ ,_.. -·-n-·+ 
metics best suited to her particular E ~~ h 1 · f t:u ·t 'th ng-.:.s. woo manu ac rer wn es e 
skin. account. He foresees the United States~-
Some cosmetics are harmful to the leading the world out of its depression. 
skin and it 'is dangerous to use the Like most other economic com-
wrong kinds or even to apply the right 
~~~~::~s~~~ialifap:e:ra~i;:, :~e ~~~ ~e~~!~~~~~ o;n~~e t~:Y :c;:~er:~~~~s !~: 
a 20-year cycle he says, and ended 
DR. WILLIAM M. SWICKARD 
Office Hours 9:00 to 12:00 a . m. and . 
2:00 to 6:00 p. m ., and 7:00 
to 9:00p.m. 
004% JACKSON s1.:. 
Telephone. ,_ 13.2 
DR. DEAN A. AMBROSE 
OPTOMETRIC EYE SPECIALIST 
Alexander Bldg. 
North Side Square 
Phone 340 
Frames Repaired--'Lenses Duplicated 
DR. CLINTON D. S~CKARD 
Office Hours 9:00 to 12: '0 a. m. and 
2:00 to 6:00p.m. and 7:00 to 9:00 p.m. 
604% Sixth St. 
Phones: Office, 30; Residence, 770 
is wrong. 
In giving a facial, she advised, it is 
first necessary to thoroughly cleanse 
the face and neck with cleansing 
cream. After removing this cream. 
hot towels should be applied. 
1111 •• 11_ 11_.1_.1 11 11 ••-n-ta-t•-•f when the United States abandoned the +·--·--~~-·--··-·-~~-.. _ .._,._ ,_,_,_.,_.,_ .. _,._,_.,_,._,._.,_.,_ ---
• 
' 
t . DR. J. R. ALEXANDER 
· 516% Sixth St. 
The speaker advised that eyebrows 
should be shaped, but that natural 
lines should be retained. Only the 
so-called "wild ha'"rrs" should be re-
moved. To protect the skin it is well 
to apply some ki.."'ld of lubricating 
cream, (pat in). Remove and appJy 
finishing cream. 
VALENTINES! I PHYSICIAN AND · SURGEON · Office Hours 9 a. m. to 9 p. m. 
Phones: Office 218; Res. 160 
W. E . HILL & SON 
SOUTHWEST CORNER 
Bow to Proms with New Jewelry-
In selecting your wearing apparel for these evtnts, make sure you 
have "quality jewelry" to keep pace with the style. Cheap jewelry 
shows poor taste. Let us show you quality jewelry, up to-date and jw.t 
what you want. 
C. W. HUCKLEBERRY 
THE LEADING JEWELER 
. 
~ li +·--· ___ ,,.., -··-• .-..-.......... ·- ·-----·--··-
1. 
I' DR. H. A. SHAFFER 
. Corner 6th and Van Buren 
Physician and Surgeon 
Office Hours: 9 a. m. to 9 p. m. 
Ppone 440 I I oi+~·-·--.. -..... D-;, ;-... ~-. -~-~-;-:-·-·---
1 DENTIST 
~st National Bank Bldg. 
Office Hours 8-12- 1-5 · 
Phones: Office, 350; Res. 629 
DR. B. C. TREXLER 
DENTIST 
Linder Bldg. 
Phones: Office, 387; Res. 1037 
----·-.----.. -..-.. .._...._.,_.._.._. .. .__.. 
G. B. DUDLEY, M. D. 
511% Jackson Street 
-----~·--··-·--·--·--··----·._..._.._.. 
CHARLES E. GREER, M. S., M. D. 
721 Jackson Street 
Phone 77 
DR. N. C, IKNAYAN 
Hours by Appointment 
Phones: O:ffice, 69; Res. 380 
501 Jackson St. 
-·,-··-··-··-·.._.._.._.._..,_.._., ___ ,+ 
Phone: Office and Res. 242 
LESLIE T. KENT, M. D. 
Linder Bldg. 
Office Hours: 9:00-12; 1-5:30; 7-9 
Thursdays--9:00-12; 7-9 
----~lt-fl-llf-tll a II M • II •+ 
ALL DOCTOR'S OFFICES 
ARE OLOSED ON TUESDAY 
AND FRIDAY EVENINGS 
II II II • II • I I II • • I .... 
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Secrecg Veils Annual W AA Sports Dance Plans 
Paul Blair's Band 
Scheduled to Play 
Ruth Miller Is General Chair-
man; Refr,eshments to be Serv-
ed at Saturday Eve.nt · . I 
"Girls, hurry up and finish those j 
new knitted sweaters so you can wear 
them to the dance," says Ruth Miller, 'I 
general chairman. The W AA 'ers are 
putti'ng on a strictly spo:-ts dance Sat- ~ 
urday night, from 9 until 12 o'clock. 
All sorts of rumors are going around i 
as to what new ideas will be used an i 
evening. Dancing may be on a ten- ! 
nis court-it might be a hockey field. j 
The nature of the decorations is to be 
kept a surprise according to Helen 
Jones, chairman. 
Sports Dance Chairman I The Eastern Quack j 
Where was MISS McKAY Friday 
night? We missed her at the semi-
formal dance .... Mrs. Q. G . BURRIS 
couldn't understand why PEM HALL 
I had to get a girl dancer for the semi'-
1 formal . . . . . NEUVELLE SMITH 
1 was here last week-end. We hear 
I she's engaged to be married at the 
I end of this school year . . . . BONNIE 
GERE was back to dance with BILL 
again ... CHARLIE and EDIE evi-
dently came to speaking terms by 
Friday night . . . Did you hear about 
the faculty member who took a fac-
ulty member to hear HORACE HEIDT 
and reported to class next morni'ng 
with one black and one brown shoe? 
Did you hear THAT? 
Ther·e will be plenty of girl and boy 
· 1 Isn't JOE SNYDER cunnin'? . . . . 
tag dance's and perhaps some Clrc e RUTH MILLER The Chorus can't fool us. They knew 
dances also. Special numbers will be 
all the time they weren't to go to 
given for entertainment. It is rum- Shelbyville ... . Did JOE KELLY tell 
ored that some girls have been prac- A ·t' t G' S · 1 
tieing tap dancing and so perhaps part I r IS. s. ~v~ OCia . you he has a new admirer? Such 
of the floor show will be of this na- Affair In Bohemian magnetic personalities (VINCE and 
BETTER BE NICE, IS 
L]1AP YEAR WARNING 
An Open Letter to 1936: 
Girls should start savi'ng their 
money for the Leap Year Hop. 
We recommend that the boys be 
exceedingly nice to the girls in 
these few weeks. The Leap Year 
Hop is on its way. February 29 
will soon be here. 
Our committees for the dance 
are: Ruth Miller, social chair-
man of the Women's League; 
Ruth Clapp, orchestra chairman; 
Mildred Neudecker, decorations; 
Bessie Phipps, tickets; Marguer.-
ite Iknayan, favors and pro-
grams. 
Regretfully yours, 
The Women of the College. 
Mrs. R. G. Buzzard 
Is Luncheon Hostess 
Mrs. R. G. Buzzard was hostess at JOE) are really scarce . . . . Special! 
ture. Style Friday Night Flash! Knit Knotes for Nittin' Nuts; a one o'clock luncheon Thursday at 
Paul Blair's orchestra from Danville look in the March .36 Ladies Home her home, 767 Sixth street. Three 
will play for the dance. Part of the For those who attended the college Jourial, p. 37, for news of knittin' en- tables of bridge followed the luncheon. 
success of the all-school party some titled New For You to Knit, (not The prize for hlgh score was won by 
time ago was due to "Minnie" Blair's Art club dinner-dance Friday evening. . t) · Mrs. Q. G. Burris and a guest prize 
1 d · d d t h · library science ass1gnmen . . . . . . o~chestr~so the gir s ec1 e o 1re ~· the words "put tin' on my top hat" Latest Knit ten song: I've Got Plenty was given to Mrs. Geor:ge A. Eberly 
hlm agam. . were changed to "puttin' on my pert of Nittin': Nittin!s plenty for me! ... of Lincoln, Nebraska. Mrs. Buzzard 
The big surprise is that there are to . , b . ht k, How long Wl'll "'TANLEY ELAM'S used a pink and white color scheme. be refreshments! But the biggest sur- 1 tam, brushm up my ng sm~c · 0 G ts M w J A t M F 
I t 1 b b d t d ned reputation for not taking "NO" as an ues were: rs. · · w Y, rs. · Prl·se will be when they are served for Ar. c u mem. ers an . gues. s. 1 A B M J B M G M s f h th R h ld t ? JAMES · . eu, rs. . . ac regor, r . Louise Brian, the chairman, refuses to ! 1~ true ~ohemJan as ~on, ~1 us- ~nswterb 0 ou · ·t · · · . d' 1s got- Walter w. Cook, Mrs. Q. G . Burris, 
tell ·what will be on the menu. She 1 s1an caviar and Regalia fish poste mg o e worn ou servmg mners o M K . G . h Mr W lte M 
1 d · h ed · t-.. t o ms ONE . . . The1·e'll be a lot of dinners rs. eV1n mnag • s. . a r · hints at coffee and something which 1 san WlC es serv ln ne ar r 0 · 1 S M F k L V b M 
Were served for TWO this Friday, th h cruggs, rs. ran . erwle e, rs. will carry out the sports idea (reporter Palettes, as we:l as palates, oug H D Ittner, Miss Nathile McKay, 
bets 10 to 1 it's hot dogs). They will engaged, the former bei'ng employed · · · · We know a little girl by the and Mrs. George Eberly of Lincoln, 
be served in restaurant style. as trays. Atmosphere was lent with name of KATHRYN whose got a Nebraska. 
catherine Lumberick is in charge of ming cha tea wine served from a secret she wants to keep-and we're 
the ticket sales and is advertising I satsuma tea jar. After dinner, going to help her .. .. E. H. has a 
chairman. Tickets will go on sale early dancing to the strains of radio music new theme song which has been sung 
this week. Prices are 25c each or 40c I was part of the divers~on. staff many times before: "It Takes a Foot-
a couple. artist Fred Foreman furnished the ball Hero," a nd especially if he was 
---EISTC:---
Miss McKinney Speaks 
At Writers' Meeting 
Pem Hall 'Tif7altz 
Night' Lures 200 
Wayne Mcintyre's Orchestra, 
Girl Dancer Provide Entertain-
ment for Friday Dance. 
One hundred couples attended Pem-
berton Hall's Semi-formal dance pre-
sented in the auditorium Friday night 
from 8:30 to 12 o'clock. Wayne Mcin-
tyre and his eleven piece orchestra 
played thei'r third engagement of the 
year at Eastern. Billed as "Waltz 
N~ght," request numbers were featur-
ed. Every third dance comprised waltz 
numbers. 
As an added attraction, Mcintyre 
featured Mary Jane James in two 
I 
dances and several vocal selections. 
Her first offering was an acrobatic 
dance and the second was "The Lady 
In R ed," a vocal-dance number. 
Following the dance, Pemberton Hall 
residents and their escorts were given 
refreshments in the Hall parlors. Vio-
let McFarland and a special committee 
served hot chocolate and cookies to 
about 30 guests. Faculty members who 
were preesnt included Mr. and Mrs. 
Quincy Guy Burris, Donald R. Alter 
and Mr. and Mrs. Scruggs. Mr. and 
Mrs. Maurice Ki'ng were special guests. 
Waltz Night was the first of three 
dances which Pemberton Hall is spon-
soring· within four weeks time. Their 
annual formal and a leap year dance 
are others billed. 
Placement Bureau Photos · 
-as part of your registration are 
compulsory. Good representation 
may get that position. 
Sanders Studio .. 
The chaperons are Miss Mabel Hupp- other half in black board caricatures CAPTAIN last fall! Fourteen members of Sigma Tau 
rich and Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Stover. of the guests. Outstanding images in HERE'S WHAT ONE. CO-ED wrote Delta and Writers' Club met on Tues- \~===========;::===~ 
EtsTc the candlelight were the portraits of to her room-mate through the col- day with Miss I sabel McKinney as fea- ' 
SPAGHETTI UPPER IS Eastern's hill-billy authority in a lege paper : Wipe that perpetual tured speaker of the evening. Miss Me-
GIVEN THURSDAY NIGHT j gorgeous red leopard spotted smock sny grin off your kisser; When I lend Kinney read four Shakespearian son- COMPLETE LINE of WHITMAN'S 
V ALEN'l'INE CANDIES AT --- and Dutch Bamesberger juggling a you silk stockings I expect them nets of her own composition, one of 
Florence Cottingham, Mary Rosalie 1 1ighted candle ala Bohemia near Fore- back; Who cares how popular you which has been published. A general 
Bear, and Ruth Clapp entertained man's moustache. 
1 
were in your home town; Give me at discussion of poetry followed. 
with a spaghett1 supper on Thursday EtsTc least a 50 _50' chance at the candy I A committee was appointed to car-
The CANDY SHOP 
evening at the Bear home on Sixth Alters Are Hosts at 'get from home; If you can't stand ry out plans for Open House. For 
street. Lois Cottingham and K ath- having your clothes in order, at least the next meeting Quincy Guy Burris 
Ruth Milier, Frances Kuffel, Jack 
Austin, Fred Snedeker 
erine Shores, both of whose birth an- Two Social Events let them accumulate on your own will speak on "How to Write a Short 
niversaries occurred on Thursday, -- bed and chair ... S 'pose that would Story." East Side Square Phone 270 
were guests of honor. Marguerite Ik- Mr. and Mrs. Donald R. Alter were have local application? .... Well, 
nayan was another guest. host and hostess at a pinochle party Valing-time greetings. 
EtsT - last Sunday evening. Guests were: Mr. EtsTc---
MRS1. COOK E1 -,rER'r AINS and Mrs. Raymond Metter, Mr. and FORMER STUDENTS ARE 
BRIDGE CLUB ON TUESDAY Mrs. w. c . Eastman, Mr. and Mrs. PRESENT OVER WEEK-END 
--- Camille Monier, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond __ 
Mrs. Walter W. Cook was hostess to Gregg and Mr. and Mrs. Orville Wat- Former students who spent the week- i 
her bridge club on Tuesday afternoon. 1 ers. end in Charleston and attended the 
Three tables of bl·idge were in play. -- dance were Jerry Trimble, Lloyd Tim-
A salad course · was served to club 
members and the following guests. Last Saturday evening Mr. and Mrs. dium, Katheri'ne Hall, Howard Young, 
Mrs. Donald R. Alter and Mrs. J. Donald R. Alter entertained with seven Leallyn Clapp, and Harold Cottingham. 
Glenn Ross. o'clock dinner. Following the di'nner 
---EtsTc three tables of bridge were in play. 
GUINAGHS ENTER'rAIN Guests were: Mr. and Mrs. Walter w. 
AT DINNER SATURDAY Gook, Dr. and Mrs. R: G. Buzzard, Mr. 
1 and Mrs. Ralph Cord1er, Mr. and Mrs. 
-- I 
Mr d Mr K . J G . h 
1 H. E. Phipps, Mr. and Mrs. Earland 
. an s. evm . umag en- . hi 
tertained with a 6 o'clock dinner last RltC e. 
Saturday evening. Guests were: Mr. l 
and Mrs. J . B. MacGregor, Miss Myrtle 
Arnold, Miss Beth Kassabaum, Miss 
Mary Thompson and Miss Ethel Han-
son. 
---EISTc---
Katherine Shores and Elizabeth Ir-
win attended the registration dance at 
the University of Illinois Tuesday eve-
ning where they heard Horace Heidt. 
---EISTC'---
WANTED 
---EISTC---
Remember your friends with flowers. 
They say it best-Lee's Flower Shop, 
413 Seventh street. Phone 39. 
WHITE 
PLUMBING & HEATING 
COMPANY 
Plumbing, Heating and 
Sheet Metal Work 
HI-HAT 
CLEANERS & 
HATTERS 
LOW PRICES 
Guaranteed Work 
• Typing to do. Themes, term papers, 
etc. Prose, 30c per 1000 words. Poetry, 
lc per line. Margarette Stump, 1105 
S. 4th St. Phone No. 364. 
PHONE 295 RAY DENNIS JOHN SHRIVER I 
Phone 648 710 Lincoln 
Home Cooked Foods 
Salads, Pies, Sandwiches, Soups 
Plate Lunches 25c 
LITTLE CAMPUS 
CAFE 
Mr. and Mrs. Don Walker 
Frank Voris 
C".ive Dick, Mgr. 
Our Home Cooked Lunches-
are prepared with the Best Ingredients and with Best 
Care. A trial will convince. 
CORNER CONFECTIONERY 
"BILL" PAN AS. Prop. 
' 
ANew Wave 
• • • the first sign 
of Spring! 
By now, we'll wager winter's gotten into your hai'r pretty thoroughly-
your hai'r is apt to be dry and heavy from indoor life. Let spring return 
to your hair-as well as your heart-by having a new wave. It will put 
all the freshness and softness of Sprlng breezed into your tresses! 
MODERN BEAUTY SHOP 
815 1\-lonroe St. PHONE 1501 
/'Of SOCIAL FUNCTIONS I ~ PRIVATE pARTIES 
DANCING 
The facilities of this hotel are available 
Coffee Shop-Private Dining Room 
-Banquet Room 
Special Menus Sundays and Holidays 
May We Serve You? 
HOTEL U.S. GRANT 
Mattoon Illinois 
Telephone 2700 
. 
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~tat4trs Qtnllegt ~ thts Ohio, Michigan Take Steps to Broad~n 
"Tel/thetT'utJl anddon'tbeafraid" Programs of Future State Educatzon "On Bended Knee" 
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Do We Place Too Much Blame 
For Accidents Upon Driver? 
That there were 36,000 deaths in automobile 
accidents last year is enough to appall the most cal-
lous citizen. Yet close investigation of the total 
number ·of fatalities in comparison with the poten-
tial rate leads one to believe that autoing is a com-
paratively safe business after all. 
Latest figures estimate that there were 20,000,-
000 motor vehicles in operation during 1935. As-
suming that each car was driven 20,000 miles (that 
is perhaps a conservative estimate) the amazing 
fact is deducted that only one death occurred in 
every 11,000,000 miles of driving. Assuming that 
there are 130,000,000-plus people in the United 
States at the present time, it also means that only 
one out o·.f every 3,611 citizens was killed. Not more 
than half that many people drive· automobiles. Of 
course, some of them suffer from driving that causes 
accidents sinye not every auto victim is able to op-
erate a car himself. He may be a pedestrian or an 
occupant of the fatal auto. 
Berfore we co111demn the driver, let other factors 
in driving be considered. Not every car that takes 
the road is mechanically valid; a large percentage 
of our accidents are caused by faulty machinery. 
Climatic conditions are other factors that man can-
not control. One of the great enemies of saiety is 
the highway upon which our traveling is done. Few 
roads now traveled safeguard the driver . Most of 
them were hastily constructed in the ze.al that re-
sults from political command; little science was ap-
plied in constructing many of the highways that 
now serve this nation. If every slab in t h e United 
States was widened, banked. scientifically at curves, 
removed from railroad crossings and straightened 
o111t, we venture to predict that the accident rate 
would be halved. 
The direct human element must be ruled out as 
a cause of some auto tragedies. But the fact re-
mains that most ·orf our casualties are caused by hu-
man ignorance, carelessness, or lack of r espect for 
the fellow driver. It is this cl ass that education 
and c:oercion by law can and must rule out. The test 
given recently in our school to determine how much 
about the driving rules our students know pNwes 
conclusively that many human beings are potential 
highway murderers. · 
It is not too much t o say that men and women 
drivers of this nation should be chagrined at their 
own ignorance. A great deal more responsibility 
has been place·d upon man in this new age or£ ours. 
'rhat the:re were 36,000 deaths in auto accidents l ast 
year goes to prove that m~n has not accepted his re-
sponsibility with the seriousness and wisdom the 
While the Illinois 'legislators blithe- rely upon a feeble system long out-
ly ignore needs for reform in the I moded. 
education set-up of this state, a In Ohio definite steps toward a 
number of sister states are doing new order have been taken. When the 
their utmost to modernize standards. legislature of that state adjourned in 
In spite of a comprehensive report December of 1935 legislation had 
presented last year by a specia~ educa-1 been passed whi:ch provided a $40,000,-
tion committee, our state contmues to 000 fund in 1936. The fund will be 
composed of revenue from a sales tax, 
$24,180,POO; liquid fuel tax, $10,000,-
Th e Soap BoX I 000; intangible taxes, $5,500,000-or a 
I 
total of $39,680,000. 
This money will be distributed on a 
Invites students and faculty percentage basis to kindergarten, ele-
* * * * 
mem.bers to voice their opinions 
on topics concerned with college 
life. Please limit letters to 150 
words, sign communications. 
Wanted : A Campus 0Tchest1·a 
mentary, and high school pupils; to 
boards of education for debts and op-
erating expenses; a minimum founda-
tion program for schools with 180 or 
more pupi'ls in attendanpe. 
In addition to these measures there 
have been provisions as follows: a free I 
To the Editor: text-book law; state support of visual 
Can't musicians of Eastern be in- education . by using one-half of the • 
duced to form a dance orchestra to $3 per film censorship fee, in excess 
play for school functions? A good of operating costs, to create and 
many organiz.ation~ sponsoring dances maintain a suitable collection of visual 
would appreciate a local-taJent band, aids for loan to educational institu-
~ think. It should prove .tq be a sav.. trons ; permission to districts to vote 
mg for dance-goers, too, smce a school ! special operating levies; new certifi-
orchestra would not have to charge so I eating law abolshing all local boards 
much for playing. EI used to have its of examiners and providing for the 
own :?'mpus ban~ and I see. no reason I issuance of all new certificates by the 
\Vhy ~ne sa.me cant be true 111 1936. . J State Board of E'ducation. 
Besides, 1t offers a good opportur.nty . . . . Staff Artist Fred Foreman depicts a Leap Year 
for our college musicians to make some! Michigan IS domg almost as well ipJ,erpretation o,f Valentine Day which, to the dis· 
money. toward the support of education. tress of our college damsels if they follow his sug-
-- About $37,ooo,ooo have been voted for o-estion occurs this Friday. ' On Bended Knee ' is 
Ah' H W 11 W K 1936, and for each year thereafter 0th th ' 
· ow e e now not less than $38,000,000 will be ' e erne so•ng. 
Dear Soap Box: granted. Teacher certification has ----------------------~ 
Last week it was a friend, this week been centralized in the office of the 
it is · · · · · State Board of Education. Payment 
Trotting along an icy street of junior college tuition is authorized II CAPS and lower case 
A gay professor was training his feet. to districts upon a majority vote of 
He wondered why we were watching the electors. 1 By The Editor The BIG and little in Review 
him ~ .......................... ... When he to us a friend had been. Michigan is one of the first states • • • 
His tho'ts were soon all laid aside. to provide for the junior college, as LOVE AND KISSES FROM THE EDITOR ! 
For his unskilled feet would not abide, a public charge. S. E. Thomas, head t · 
. of Eastern's history department pre- When that grand old sentimentalist of la belle le ~res , 
The ICY pavement underneath d. t th t ·th· th t t 15 William Shakespeare casually suggested that the b1rds . rc s a WI 1n e nex en or • On which he lay now like a wreath . . 11 ill b 1 t d begin to mate on February 14-a day sacred to St Valen· . years JUmor co eges w e oca e , · . I shall not laugh at h1s sad fate . ·t· th h t th' tine--he started something Yes he started somethmg. 
For us each day new troubles wait m tmanyThcomm':1
11
1
1 lefs roug obu IS i The love struck !Lothario b~gan t~ woo his heart's desire 
It t b l. t t sta e. ey w1 , o course, e sup- b . . t · , may no e on a s 1ppery s ree t d b br t t· J y letter. The obJe:::t of h1s ardor became "my Valen me. 
Fate catches us with stumbling feet . .Pore Y pu IC axa Ion. There came sly parvenuers to concoct candies, cards, 
From "Unknown Sophomore"-F . A. , So t~e p~oblem in providing for state j and knick-nacks in the heart-shaped motif. Time marched 
What the Score, We Ask? 
Dear Soap-Box: 
Although it now seems certain that 
Eastern won't have to put up with 
the "cracker-box" gymnasium much 
longer, I am in favor of new score-
boards which will be operated from 
the scoring bench, and not by young-
sters who can't add. Those of us in 
my crowd who attend basketball games 
can never be sure af the score as it 
is, and judging from the "what's the 
score?" calls put to the officials at' 
the bench, neither can most of the 
fans. Unless one is sitt'ing almost 
directly in front of the present score-
boards, he can't tell what the read-
~ducatwn IS not one a.l?~e of meet- I on all right, but the heart stood still. "To My Valentine' 
mg current needs. Pro_v1s1~ns for the 
1 
still makes mush out of the strongest of he::~.rts. Yes, even 
f~ture must b.e made 1f the educa- your editor, accused of cynicism bred either of dyspepsia 
t10n program rs to be sound and work- or torment of the mind, 1gives up the ghost of cold disdain 
able. I He shrinks into a sniffling coo, a bla.t, a wisp of nothing-
EisTc ness and dew. He stoops to grovel at the door of love'1 
The dress sword of Commodore Isaac 1
1 
cathedral. Love and kisses from the editor! 
Hull, commander of the frigate Con-
stitution during the War of 1812, has TO MADAME HAMMER, SAL VI, ET AL: 
been presented to the Naval Academy. , I'm sorry we let J. Paul Reed say nasty things about 
your art. It ill befits (some stat'ic, eh?) a college journal 
Nation Will Honor i of re~utat.ion magnifique to bludg~on :You w_ho bring to all 
• 1 the JOY and comfort needed so m life's aark hours. A L1ncoln Tomorrow miser's penny for the chance to say those things we really 
feel upon this most supernal day of dotage-St. Valen-
When tomorrow comes the world ! tine's. Come back to us, Dear Hammer, Salvi, and the 
will observe the one hundred and rest; the News shall not fail in its pledge to "Tell the 
truth"-if all is love and kisses! twenty-seventh birth anniversary of 
ing is anyway. Abraham Lincoln. It was on February I would be willing to contribute to TO J. PAUL REED, CRITIC: 
a fund for purchasing a new score-
board. 
We Know So Little 
Dear Soap Box . 
At the last meet ing of Kappa Delta 
Pi an identification test including 
names of 75 prominent living men and 
(Continued on Page 5) 
I'm sorry, mnster of the scurrilous pen, we didn't let 
you say all in the manner that you felt. Doddards were 
we when we cut your cryptic comments to a mere shadow 
I of the reaJ Reedonia. Is it not our solemn duty to "Tell 
the truth?" And yet, Friend Reed, we denatured each and 
every heartfelt critique your deft pen turned for us. Come 
back to us and everything shall be "love and kisses." 
TO TEACHER-OATH ADVOCATES: 
changed situation demands. :: 
----------------------------:: Saviours of liberty and right! Champions of freedom 
and light! Friends of democracy and justice! Forgive 
us for those cantankerous cants anent the teaeher-oath 
campaign. You were right and we were wrong. (We 
never admitted that before to anyone about anything) . We 
see you now as martyrs to a cause-the cause of saving 
these United States from Fascism and the Reds. But, 
please, dear saviours of this land, believe us when we say: 
It is to be hoped that this pathetic business of 1 0 t f th p t 
legalized killing will cease some time SOOn. I • • • • U 0 e . a 8 · · • · 
Mr. Hughes of the faculty has framed. a very J :: :: 
comprehensive report of tests taken by Easterners TEN YEARS AGO 
r ecently. For their own future safety, students Week ·of Februa~ry 8-15 
should. consult that repo1rt, study the answers, and Cons~itution .for new student control 
learn the rules of driving . The News regrets that board IS .submitted to student body. 
l k f f b d bl. t• f th t . I Lantzmen meat State Normal, 18-ac o. space or a e pu Ica IOn ° e en Ire 16; lose to Indiana Central, 56-15, In-
analysis. diana. state, 32-26. 
Army Game in Education 
From The Echo, Milwaukee State Teachers College 
Probably a good many students. have been 
aware that part of a teach er's m ethodology consists 
of postponing discussions- oif questions on whieh he 
is little informed. until a future date in hopes that 
they w ill b e forgotten. The first open advocacy o E 
this method., however, seems to have appeared in 
· the Manual for Instructors in Civilian Conserva-
tion Co1rps camps, an excerpt of which was quoted 
in Lhe .NovP-mber issue of the Progressive Education 
magazine. The article states: ''Should it be indi-
cated. that dangerous topics are being brought up 
for discussion in the class, the instructor should ... 
lead. the discussion away from that topic . ... Anoth-
er way is to pr:omise to bring the dangerous issue 
f t . '' up at some u ure t1m.e. 
Just another version uf .the old army ,game .. 
Five hundred pictures of Livingston 
C. Lord are placed on sale. Said the 
News: "Few of us realize what a great 
man we are allowed to hear four times 
a week. It will take many years be-
fore we can apprec~ate his true worth. 
However, if one reads the papers and 
magazines, he finds that our president 
is known nationally for his education 
work. He has acquired particular dis-
tinction for his marvelous ability to 
pick out young men of unusual prom-
ice." 
ONE YEAR AGO 
Week of February 10-17 
!Prize winners in the News Literary 
Supplement contest announced; Sup-
plement edited by Harold Cottingham 
is distributed. 
Miss Florence Tilton of State Nor-
mal spoke before the Art club Friday. 
McK~ndr.e.e ,beat .:Panthers, 5.0-43. 
12 that .the sixteenth President of the 
United States was born. He lived to 
contr'ibute much to this nation. He 
guided the country through a crisis as 
grea.t as the on~ through which we are 
now passing. He -emenged as an idol 
of those who lived after him. 
A. deal of bosh and twiddle about 
"the young Kentuckian who rose from 
the humble lot of rail-splitting to the 
h 'ighest offi.ce in the land" probably 
will be repeated. With all due respect 
to the romance of his life, it is to be 
hoped that our . fellow-citizens will 
look deeper for the real Lincoln. Stu-
dents could do worse than review some 
of the things he said, the speeches he 
made, the letters he wrote. The world 
did note and is remembering what 
Lincoln ·said. ,It cau never forget. 
I those strictures were written in mere jest. Ha, ha! 
TO OUR ·STUDENT COUNCIL : 
We used to pan you with a zest when news was scarce 
and the copy dull. But now prosperity returns; we've 
stories to burn, and better off at that. But we regard you 
now as .something vital to the structure of this school, a 
god-father to the aimless children 'in the Eastern fold. 
Forgive us for the petty motive that moved us to such 
foul attacks; and all will be "love and kisses." 
TO OUR FOOTBALL TEAM: 
Last fall we wrote bodacious literature about your 
showing on the gridiron. We were inspired, even, to call 
you the "palsied Panthers." We're sorry; you weren't 
palsied; and you weren't panthers very often .. 
TO ALL YOU EASTERNERS: 
Shamed by their own inglorious actions of the past, 
News heads have decided to initiate a new policy of good-
will and love for the fellow-man. No more unfavorable 
criticism; no more liberal views; no more humor at the 
expense of hurting tender feelings of the students; no 
more jibes at Stunt Night, faculty plays, NY A publicity. 
These liberties of the press we promise to forsake. And 
all shall be "love and kisses!' 
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The Last Trump 
Sixth Grade Pupils of Training School 
Hold Exhibit Featuring Model Planes 
''This, Partner, Is Our Trick" 
OPENS SCHOOL OF CRITICISM 
FOR CRITICS 
Colseybur Offers to Train All 
In the Gentle Art of 
Self -defense. 
Ba.bes in the Woods, your favorite Prof. is 
about to talk again (impart some of the fun-
damentals of human knowledge. All lights re-
SAY IT 
served). My words are for those who have re·- PROF. COLSEYBUR, Cr. D . 
ported "not wisely but too well!" Today I open 
tbe Col!'eybnr School of Criticism. (Hymn 101) . Long has the News told th·e 
th d ·t b fral·d Though •·a rose by truth; only half of the time have e e 1 ors een a . 
any other name" may smell as sweet,•----------------
a brick by any other name never 1 
feels as hard. It is upon this great 
and undying truth of psychology 
(see text) that my course (complete in 
one lesson) is based. As Julius 
Letters to Soap Box 
(Conti.nued from Page 4) 
Caesar so pointedly remarked: "You women from many different fields was 
can tell an EI man, but you can't given. The scores were appallingly 
tell him anything." I honestly believe low, the highest being 46, I believe. I 
my course is superior to Pig, Rum, think this lack of general information 
Anagrams, Pounce, Hearts, and Hop- ~ among ~he alleged intelligentia of the 
Scotch and in every way as good. college 1s deplorable, and I hate to 
. . . . think what scores the general student 
Colseybur's Course m CritiCism . body would make on this same test. Our 
A. Commit to memory the followmg bright students, it seems, are spending 
examples: too much of their time with their noses 
· 1. Wrong: That play was lousy. in books and are thus losing a valuable 
2. Right: Opinions seem to differ part of their education. A well-round-
upon the degre~ of excellence ed personality should have some idea 
achieved by the vanous members of the of what is going on in the world, and 
cast. On the whole, the play was a as students we should be interested in 
decided success. outside happenings. Or doesn't anyone 
1. wrong: You look like hell in that care? 
thing. 
2. Right: I do like your dress, dar-
ling, but that one you wore last night 
was just simply divine. 
You wonder, too? 
This time we fooled you; 
You thought we .knew! 1. Wrong: How do you expect 
anyone to get an assignment like 
that? To Homer 
2. Right: May I be excused from 1 Asperin, sweet asperin, 
reciting today? The doctor has ad- 1 Your dreams are .ever fair! 
vised that I try to keep from using my A :pill or two wm pull you through, 
eyes for several days. . 1 If the _frat boys all are there. 
1. Wrong: You're just an old 
Pep Song of the Lair blow-gas! 
2. Right: Prof. Colseybur, 
tainly do enjoy your class. 
sense of humor is great. 
I cer- On the plate a spud doth linger-
Your Up and -at it, Honefinger! 
1. Wrong: I'm wasting my time in 
your class. 
2. Right: Will you please suggest a 
few books on the subject I can read? 
1. Wrong: Can't you keep off my 
feet? 
Pipe down, editor! 
O'Shay Can You See 
From BB guns to little gats-
Do Boise Austin and his spa,.ts! 
2. Right: "The orchestra certain- Do you ·want to increase your vo-
cabulary? Just listen, then, when the 
was a Republicans get under way. 
ly is punk tonight, isn't it? 
1. Wrong: Amen! 
2. Right: Perhaps the talk 
trifle tiring, but I thought the speak-
er made some good points, didn't you? Personally, we think it's high time 
1. Wrong: Just a bunch of hams! to do some ''loppin' off." 
2. Right : Of course, one shouldn't 
compare them with Pavlowa! 
1. Wrong : Did you ever eat such 
grub? 
2. Right: I'll tell you now, there's 
nothing I like anymore than a good 
old-fashioned dinner of me~t and 
potatoes! 
And so, my friends, may I add as a 
final word of encouragement for those 
of you who still desire to criticize: 
Critics are born, but they don!t live 
long. 
We Amuse a Muse 
Frances Durgee writes Poetry-
You can bet your old h at on it-
We shouldn't tell, 
But her lines are swell-
And soulful, too - doggonit! 
Lord (Jhauncy, My Boy 
Let's rename 'em-
1. Jefferson Barracks (Lair) 
2. Liberty Hall (Pemberton) 
3. Little America (Little Campus) 
4. Bo Rah Field (Lincoln Field) 
5. :t.ake ·Placid 
6. Townsend Assembly, etc. 
(Hand in your suggestions). 
A good old Russian name-Poppin 
Off; Colseybur, do your duty! 
Many an Easternite has completed 
his education at Wickhams. 
We positively guarantee 
send a single Valentine! 
not to 
Rumor has it that Roy Wilson left 
town owing $1.80. John Black has also 
changed his address. 
Boys of the sixth grade in the 1 Bob Mcintyre, a Corban Super Ace; 
Training school have been holding an Harold Franklin, a Beechcraft and a 
airplane exhibit. Three model planes 
were constructed by members of the 
class. But let two members of the 
class. Raymond Metter and Eugene 
Combs, give the addit ional informa-
tion: 
"The sixth grade has an exhibit 
made up of planes made by the boys 
of the class. We made them for the 
fun of ftying them. 
"Some of the people who brought 
planes are Mark Monier, who brought 
a Ryan S . T. and a Goshawk fighter; 
Ray Gregg brought a Curtiss Rob 'in; 
Bill Lynch brought a Curtiss Hawk; 
Panther Lair 
POPPIN' OFF 
LAIR MAKES SENSATIONAL 
RALLY; SUPREMACY SHOWN 
Gray, Bolerjack, Jones, Lewis, 
Miles Hawk; Ray Metter, a Fairchild 
22; Warren Freeland, a Corban Super 
Ace, and Eugene Combs, a five-foo t 
Stinson Reliant. 
"The planes are built out of balsa 
wood and Japanese tissue paper. We 
get the materials in a kit at the dime 
or drug store. Planes are named after 
their designers. 
"The person who took care of them 
was Eugene Combs; he appointed boys 
to make identification cards to put 
by the models. We invited Mr. Cook, 
the eighth, seventh, fifth, and fourth 
grades to see the exhibit. We th'ink 
the exhibit turned out nicely." 
Should College Men 
Don Dresses, Child? 
'Wha t suggestions have you for car-
rying out the Leap Year idea in the 
Women's Le::tgue dance? 
Hugh Harwood '36-Have the facul-
ty wives secure other partners. 
Torchy (I go on forever) -Have the 
girls lead in dancing and sing to the 
boys as Ike does for Peggy, 
B ert Lynch '39-Have all the girls 
rush me. Johns, :Kelly, Chef Elam and Coach 
Neal star ln season's classic as roar- Fra.nces Durgee '39-Have one dance 
ing Panthers' aggressive attack in which the women have to lead and 
smothers palsied Gilbert Boys in ter- don't let anyone sit it out! 
rific clash Tuesday Clast . week) night. I Wayne Neal '38~All girls who can't 
Inspired Lair team finishes with but find dates call the Panther Lair, 1102; 
four players (some say this is more we will do our best! 
than they have ever had before), but 
comes out with commanding lead. 
One of the Seniors-! would say that 
the girls had better take advantage of 
this year. It will probably be their 
only such year in college. 
Experts predict that the Lair will 
go to town. (there's a Jean Harlow 
picture coming). Dietitians attri-
bute win tq spinach diet. (Testimon-
ials now on sale, 2 hits.) Coac.h Neal another Science club member. 
is confident the Lair will lose no more ---
than two more games this season. They didn't tell us when we rented 
(We have just two to play.) Hurrah the room about the wonderful re-
for the baseball season! frigeration facilities. 
Popular conception of Fid.elis: A Some porch swings have seen great 
club organized to sponsor a111 exten- things. Even Mahammet must 
sive program. of padd'ling big shots as said "Dammit." 
have 
soon as they get that way. 
If you want to find something I apout Lamb, look under lambs-tails. 
Ask Miss Booth. 
Mr. Angus: I walked beck from 
town and slipped back three st;eps tor 
every step forward. 
Joe J{.: Why didn't you tu:m around 
and walk t oward town? 
The two white bands on Okey 
Jlouefinger's EI sweater don't mean 
be's banned from basketball a11d base-
ball. They mean-but he'll tell you. 
yve note there were rew strays 
from Sigma Delta when Stray Notes 
were promised, 
I Famous final flings: rn 
that tomorrow. 
ask you 
In case you don't know, girls, the 
new basketball player, McConnel, 
stays at the Lair with the rest of us 
goodlooking fellows. (Adv.) 
Detective Gumm Out on All Night 
Case; Plot Thickens, but Nothing 
Uncovered. 
Impossible Valentines 
The Last Trump to Poppin' Off. Vice 
Versa,. 
Pem Hall girls to native Charleston 
girls. 
C. F. Monier to Campus-Cut-Across-
ers. 
Fide1is to Phi Sigs. 
George Henry to the Warbler. 
George Henry to Ole Poker Face. 
George Henry to Players. 
Eastern to the Weather Man. 
Jimmy Tedrick and Angus to Fire-
baugh and Millard. 
Otho Quick, janitor, to all cigaret 
smokers. 
Mr. MacGregor to the faculty mem-
ber who has his room the period be-
fore. 
---EISTC---
Harvard has a collection of 300 books 
on the famous "South Sea Bubble" 
swindle. It was made by Hugh Ban-
croft, publisher of "The Wall Street 
Journal." 
---EISTC---
Ad in the Syracuse (N. Y.) Post-
Standard: Lady's Purse - Containing 
Psi U, P hi Psi and Beta Theta Pi fra-
ternity pins. Valuable to owner for 
sentimental reasons. 
Shoes from ..• 
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~ H, ~~~~~~TEi~ 
the students or faculty in thh1. 
your column. 
Arthur Spence, I. A., and Maglone 
win theatre tickets for the show pre-
sented Tuesday or Wednesday. Get 
ticlcets at News box in the organization 
mail box, west hall. 
S. E. Thomas: "What were some of 
the greatest of Byron's poems?" 
Mary Otto: "Don Juan" 
Mr. Thomas: "Yes, that's Juan of 
them!" Submitted by Arthur Spence. 
Glenn H. Seymour: "Vl'here is Miss 
---? Has she dropped this course?" 
Student: "Yes, she got married." 
Mr. Seymour: "I see. She gained 
her end in life without having to fin-
ish this course." Subitted by I. A. 
F, L. Andrews: "Who are the best 
type of men to elect to office?" 
Student: "There are no best men; 
usually those running for office are 
either Democratic or Republican." 
Submitted by Maglone. 
Miss Gertrude Hendrix: "Now, about 
that make-up test; most of you have 
told me that the most convenient 
t ime for you to take the test will be 
at 1:55 on Thursday, so I wtll be in 
room 1:55 Thursday at 25, to give 
the test. Submitted by G. R. 
---EISTC---
Faculty Party Sees 
Picture at Mattoon 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard W. Weckel en-
tertained with a theatre party Tuesday 
evening. The guests were taken to the 
Mattoon theatl·e where they saw Lily 
Pons in "I Dream Too Much." After 
l the movie, the party returned to the Weckel home, 1006% Tenth Street 
where refreshments were served. Guests 
were: Dr. and Mrs. R . G. Buzzard, Mr. 
and Mrs. Donald R. Alter, Miss Ruth 
Carman, Miss Nathile McKay, Miss 
Ethel Hanson, and Mr. W. M. Gers-
bacher. 
---EIS~"---
When you look at your watch do 
you wonder what time it is? Bring 
us your watch and don't wonder what 
tlme it is. C. P. Coon, 408 6th St. 
---EISTC- -
When planning your purchases, 
read the News ads for guidance. 
CHA.R.LESTON FRUIT STORE 
PHONE 531 
FRESH FRUITS, VEGETABLES 
DAILY 
THE 
CASH GROCER.¥ 
A New Line of Ten 
Cent Notions 
South 6th St. Ralph Bails, Prop. 
Lord Chauncy Elam, our printer's 
devil, If w~ could just get ahold of that 
AAA processing tax, we wouldn't feel j 
Some Amercan munitions maker 
should reali'Ze a fortune in Italian 
balm for Ethiopian feet. AUTHENTIC FASHION SOURCES 
Hopes we think he's on the level; 
And that we do, dear Chauncy boy-
The level of Lord Fauntleroy! 
CCC 
(Coles County Climate) 
Now Dante wrote a book on Hell-
A Hell of fire and ice-
But Dante was a poet great, 
And poets all are nice! 
Yes, Dante wrote a book on Hell-
But Dante did not cuss-
So sweetly we reply to him, 
"Oh yeah, you're telling us!" 
To Granny Walker 
And the Jantzen Girls from 
Bradle-y' 
Who started this knitting-
Do you want to know? 
Why a girl by the name 
Of so and so! 
Why did she start it-
What's Parr on his campus? Just 
so bad about that game we lost by .-----~----------• 
only one point. 
And just to think that only a few 
months ago we objected to dandelions I 
on the campus'. 
Keep Off the Grass 
We is all friends, isn't we? We say, 
isn't we? 
Signed: Ole Poker Face. 
USOL • • 0 • 
STUDENTS-
Your Patronage Will Be 
Appreciated 
Complete Greasing Service 
STANDARD OIL PRODUCTS 
NEWELL'S 
FILLING STATION 
at Tenth and Lincoln 
• Creosote Oil 
Doubles the Life 
of Wood 
PHONE 85 
Andrews Lumber & Mill Co. 
Reproduced from the best work 'Of British 
and American custom bootmakers, by the 
house of Crosby Square. 
As advertised in TIME, ESQUIRE, 
and THE SATURDAY EVENING POST 
.$ 495 and $550 
A& G SHOE MART 
. 
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Panthers Lose Conference Frays to Normal, Shurtleff 
Red Birds Defeat 
Revived EI Quint 
Panthers Make Game Comeback 
But Lose Second Tilt of Season 
to Normal, 39-36. 
SECOND ROUND W AA 
BASKETBALL GAMES 
SCHEDULED TONIGHT 
The second round of the W AA bas-
ketball tournament was played last 
Tuesday evening. Miller (Team 4) had 
23 points and their opponents, Schloz 
(Team 5) had 4 points. Stephenson 
(Team 1) had 18 points and their op-
ponents, McFarland (Team 3) had 12 
points. 
The high scorers of the evening 
were Miller with 19 points and Abbee 
nith 12 points. 
The games to be played Tuesday, 
February 11, at 7 o'clock are: 
PANTHERGRAMS 
-By SIR LANTZELOT-
Contributed lby Charles Austin 
We have a correction to make in our 
list of football sweater winners as 
announced in this column last week. 
Robert Finch, freshman end is an 
addition, while that of Martin Den-
nis, freshman backfie~d man should 
not have appeared on the list. We 
are sorry these mistakes occurred. 
WAA WILL ROUND UP 
SKIT DIRECTORS FOR 
OPEN HOUSE PROGRAM 
"Haven't you always wanted to di-
rect a skit?" queries ~ilma Brum-
leve. "Here's your chance to do so. 
Any WAA girl who is 'interested in di-
recting any of the following skits 
please see the W AA bulletin board 
and sign your name." 
Bicycle, theatre, riding (horse back), 
tennis, croquet, calesthenics, ballet, 
swimm'ing, knitting, baseball, fencing, 
Flora Dora girls, The Quilting Party, 
or the Newspaper Chorus are possi-
bilities. Some girls have already ex-
Locals Surprised 
By Pioneer Cagers 
Locals Slump; Shurtleff Cops 
First Conference Win of Sea-
son by 26-24 Score. 
"The team that improved by 30 
points in two weeks." That's what 
leaders in the Little Nineteen are 
calling the Panthers of Eastern, and 
Saturday night they proved it again 
by holding State Normal's mighty 
cagers, defeated only once this sea-
son, to a 39-36 vi'ctory. So much like 
the Macomb classic was this battle 
that no more than a flip of the coin 
could determine which team really 
excelled. Like Macomb, the Red 
Birds were fortunate enough to ga~n 
a five-point lead near the end of the 
game and stave off the traditional 
Eastern rally. 
Team 2 (Brian) vs. Team 5 (Schloz). 
Team 1 (Stephenson) vs. Team 4 
(Miller). 
The "Little Nineteen" has no 
team in its ranks which has not 
tasted defeat. ~acomb l~st to 
Carthage last week while August-
ana dropped one to James ~illi­
kin university. As the race stands 
to date we pick our favorites as 
Augustana and State Nonnal to tie 
for the crown. 
1 
pressed their wish to direct some of 
these stunts but some are left vacant. 
Further plans will be announced 'in 
In one of the major upsets of the 
Little Nineteen title chase, Shurtleff 
handed Eastern's Panthers a 26-24 de-
feat at Alton Saturday night. The 
stress of three games in as many days 
appeared to have a telling effect upon 
the locals as they played far below the 
form that carried them to an easy win 
over Rose Poly and a sensational per-
formance against State Normal uni-
versity Friday night. 
.A!lmost Victory, Anyway 
Losing to Normal by only three 
points constitutes some sort of a vic-
tory at that. Three weeks ago the 
same Panthers lost a 52-27 decision 
to the Red Birds. They were a dis-
organized unit and no match for the 
excellent Normal crew. Saturday 
night there was little to choose be-
tween the two. Height and a Negro 
boy named Barton, who captains the 
team were the differences between 
victory and defeat for the visitors. 
---IEISTC---
Panthers to Engage 
Sparks, Oakland City 
Two basketball games, one on the 
home court and the other on foreign 
ground, are scheduled for the Pant}lers 
this week. 
The locals will meet Sparks Busi-
ness college at Shelbyville tonight. 
This game was postponed from last 
Tuesday when icy pavements prompt-
ed Eastern officials to deem the trip 
to Shelbyville too hazardous. 
Eastern holds one decision over the 
business college quint this season. The 
Panthers won in easy fashion. Since 
The amazing comeback of Captain them Sparks has proved a Tartar to 
Jimmy Tedrick as a leading scorer I Li~tle Nineteen teams. Millikin, Illi-
and demon ball hawk again high- nms College, and McKendree are 
lighted Eastern's play. The little among the teams which have been 
star from Vandalia kept the Panthers beaten decisively. 
in the ball game against Macomb On the Sparks team are two former 
and repeated in the Normal game. Panther stars. Rolla Rand, high scor-
Two unfortunate decisions by the er on the EI team three years ago, is 
referees on plays which involved playing forward. Wilbia Jester, a cen- · 
Tedrick all but ruined the Panther ter when he was here on the first 
cause. One of them came late in the team, is at guard. He is not needed at. 
game when Eastern was makng a center now, where the Sparks team 
final bid for victory. can depend _upon Wallace, a graduate 
Normal Starts Out Fast of Neoga high school. "Tiny" Wa1-
Normal started the game in a ~~~-stands only six feet five inches 
fashion that predicted disaster for 
the locals. Kavanaugh, towering Oakland City college of Oakland 
center, and Hamilton, freshman for- City, Ind., ~ll be here Friday night. 
ward, scored on pivot shots in the True to Indlana basketball form, the 
Oaklanders have a good team whiCn 
first 40 seconds of play. Eastern took should cause the Panthers all the 
time-out and came back with a trouble they want. 
basket, scored by Tedrick. Seven 
----EISTc---
minutes later the Panthers held a Ch 
7-7 tie, Holmes and Tedrick scoring anute Aces Swamp 
the points. The Red Birds rallied Eastern Cubs, 43-23 
and took a 11-7 lead. This margin 
existed until near the close of the half. The Chanute Acts of Chanute Fly-
With less than 10 seconds to p:ay East- ing Field were again to.o strong for 
ern trailed by a 17-13 score. Russ the Eastern Cubs, winning on their 
Curry who had subbed for McConnell own court Saturday night by a 43-23 
sank a basket just as the half-time I score. Chanute held a comfortable 
gun sounded. lead after staging a · rally early in the 
Take Five-Point Lead second period. 
Normal gained another five-point Coach Willard Duey had only seven 
lead soon after the second half opened. men at his disposal. Two men who 
With Barton , Michael and Kavanaugh were to have made the trip were forced 
hitting for baskets, the Red Birds swept to drop out just before the team left 
into a 25-20 lead. Michael, diminutive Charleston Saturday afternoon. 
guard on the Normal quint, then sank Chanute, winner of a game played 
three successive one-handed shots from here several weeks ago, jumped into a 
the side, while EI mixed in baskets by short lead early in the game and held 
Curry and Tedrick. Fie:d goals by on to the margin for the remainder of 
Shaw and Tedrick lifted EI's total. the first half. The half-time score 
With nine minutes to play EI trailed was 15-11 in favor of the eventual vic-
32-29. Hamilton made a free throw tors. With the three Rasmussen boys 
for the visitors but Shaw came back clicking, Chanute rolled up a com-
with two rebound baskets to make the manding lead early in the second pe-
score 36-33, favoring Normal. Barton \ riod. 
then scored a basket and a free throw o:lsTc'---
to give his team the winntng margin. STUDENT CALLED HOME 
Shaw counted for Eastern and Tedrick BY DEATH OF FATHER 
made a free throw to give the locals 
their final scores. Irma Vesper, a sophomore at East-
The site for the teachers college 
tl'ack meet-an annual affair-is still 
uncertain. State Normal, usual host 
for the meet doesn't want the at-
traction because they have the state 
meet to entertain the next week-end. 
Carbondale was awarded the meet 
but now DeKalb says they can't stand 
the expense for such a long trip. 
They want the meet held either at 
Eastern or Western. We haven't the 
hotel accomodations and thus don't 
want the meet. Well, it's still up in 
the air, but we say if Eastern doesn't 
take it, then Western will be the 
chosen place. 
The Angusmen won one game 
and lost two during the past week. 
Rose Poly was the victim while 
State Normal and Shurtleff came 
out on the long end. We venture 
to say that games the two previous 
nights had the boys tired before 
the game at Alton. Oakland 
City appears at Eastern Friday 
night for the on~y scheduled home 
game of the week. 
The ticket takers tell us that the 
girls at Pemberton Hall are showing 
up for the games minus their re-
creation tickets. They expect the 
boys on the door to know them all-
eighty or ninety. Such memory is 
much above the average male and the 
girls are asked to present their paste-
boards or we wtll have to get on the 
door ourselves! 
Basketball! is on its waning way 
out. The col'lege and high school 
teams each play two more home 
games. Gosh, but time flies . . . 
How's this for addiction to sports? 
A Mr. Bell of Paris whose son 
plays on the Paris High basket-
ball team has seen 76 basketball 
ga.mes so far this season. He 
witnessed 123 games Ia.st year. 
What local fan can match that 
record? We don't see how he can 
stand so much punk refereeing. 
---EISTC,---
Order your flowers by telephone. Call 
39. Lee's Flower Shop, 413 Seventh 
street. 
A Subject for 
Much Thought 
Every man on the Panther quint ern and a resident at Pemberton Hall 
starred in some capacity; Holmes was was called to her home in Edwardsville 
at the top of his floor game, as was last Monday by the death of her fath-
Chotcy Shaw. Joe Curry proved that I er, who had been in ill health for some 
he can't be left out of the line-up by time. Girls of the Hall sent flowers 
to the co~lege student, is something 
to eat. If you think first of Wer-
den's Grocery you will make an A. 
WERDEN GROC. 
South Side Square 
next week's News. · 
---'EISTC---
TC Cagers Lose to 
Toledo Five, 37-28 
Sadly off form in every department 
of play, the Angusmen failed to sum-
mon their traditional rally i'n the clos-
ing minutes. E astern's sudden let-
down caused a slow game. 
Eastern's play in the second half 
Teachers_ Col~ege Hi_gh met Toledo steadily improved but not enough to 
for the thrrd time this season Friday overhaul the Pioneers Th half score ni~ht at rr:oledo and when the final was 19_10 in favor of. the ~ellar occu-
pomt was . ~ the locals had lost a 37 I pants. It proved sufficient in spite 
to _28 de<:Iswn. The outcome was a I of the 14-point Panther attack. 
decided upset. T. C. had beaten To- . . . 
ledo on two other occasions the last VIctory gave Shurtleff Its first con-
only a week before in the E~tern Illi- ference success of the s:ason. Keith, 
nois League tourney at Casey star forward on the Pioneer squad 
· paced his team to victory with eight 
Massie, Toledo center was TO's Ne- points. It was the same Keith who 
mesis, crowding in 17 points. He met scored 13 points when the locals sub-
his equal in Merv Baker, TC captain, dued Shurtleff on the home court early 
who had the same total. Other mem- in the season by a 39-32 score. So 
bers of the local squad weren't quite so easy was that triumph tha,t coach An-
effective, however, while Toledo's sup- gus was able to use substitutes during 
porting cast turned in a star perform- a large part of the second half. 
ance. Eastern now has a record of five de-
Toledo gained victory with a pros- feats and one victory in the confer-
perous 11-point third quarter. TO in ence. St. Viator, Carbondale, Macomb 
the same period of time garnered only and Normal have beaten the locals. 
two. Play during the other three quar- Normal holds two wins. 
ters was exceedingly close. Toledo held Tedrick and Curry scored highest for 
a 12-11 half-time lead. the locals, each getting seven points. 
It was TC's only game of the week. 
It brought TC's total of losses to six 
for the current season. 
---EISTC---
Intramural Tourney 
Will End This Week 
---EISTC'---
CUBS WALLOP CCC 
QUINTET THURSDAY 
Eastern's Cubs were far too point-
minded for the Charleston CCC bas-
ketball team Thursday night, winning 
--- by a 62 to 30 margin. The game was 
Nine games to be played on Thurs- 1 played as a curtain-raiser to the Rose 
day and Saturday of this week will Poly - Panther combat. Warmoth, 
close the annual intramural basket- Jones, and Lathrop paced Eastern's 
ball tournament, according to John scorers v.ith 46 points between them. 
Ritchie, director. League-leading Vik- Dubosh was best for the camp quint. 
ings will play two games and the re-
sults may determine the championship. 
The schedule is as foliows: It Pays to Look Well 
Thursday, Titans vs. Phi Sigs, 8 p. 
m.; Flyers vs. Vikings, 8:45. 
Saturday, Flyers vs. Republicans, 12 
o'clock; Panther Lair vs. Fidelis, 12:45; 
I 
Flying Dutchmen vs. Phi Sigs, 1 :30; 
Vikings vs. Newt's Hungry Five, 2:15; 
Flyers vs. Parkas, 3 o'clock; Fidelis vs. 
Dark Hors-es, 3 :45; Flyers vs. Phi Sigs, 
4:30. 
A good ha.ir cut just doesn't happen 
-it is the result of long experience 
and careful attention. You can get 
that kind of service at the 
HOLMES BARBER 
SHOP 
Southwest CGrner of Square 
Coles County's Largest Dep't. Store 
WELCOM.E.S YOU! 
You 'II be surprised at the large stocks and the quality we 
have. Every item of high grade and guaranteed to be satis-
factory. Everything for the girl. 
HOSIERY 
UNDERWEAR 
DRESS GOODS 
HATS 
COATS 
DRESSES 
SPORTS WEAR 
MUSIC 
OUR BEAUTY SHOP will be pleased to ren·der service 
at all times. Expert operator. 
ALEXANDER'S 
scoring three baskets at critical points to the Vesper home. 1 
·-----------------------------· of the game. McConnell, a heavy fav-
orite with the fans, was dogged with 
his nemesis, a tendency to foul. For the 
third consecutive game he was ejected 
on personals. 
---EISTc---
Hair cuts to suit college students at 
Shortys - Two chairs - Located two 
doors west of the campus on Lincoln. 
Phone 165. 
---IEISTC---
Patronize our News advertisers! 
BYRON B. MILLER .... 
Announces the Purchase of 
Charleston Cleaners and. Dyers 
ALTERATIONS PHONE 404 REPAIRING 
Utterback's Business College 
MA'ITOON, ILLINOIS 
Short, thorough and intensive training for office work. Special courses 
for SCHOOL TEACHERS. Day and Night School. 
Tuition ReasonaJble 
TELEPHONE BLDG. PHONE 248 
''Proved By the Past-Improved for the Future'' If It's Less Than an Eight, It's Out of Date 
McARTHUR MOTOR SALES 
CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS PHONE 666 
Tuesday, February 11, 193"6 
Vikings Return to Intramural Lead 
As Gilbert Boys Falter in Two Tilts 
· -----------------------------
Gilbert Boys Relinquish Leader-
ship; Vikings Forge to Front 
In Spite of Loss. 
The Flying Dutchmen handed the 
league leading Vikings a sound drub-
bing Saturday to feature last week's 
intramural basketball tournament. The 
final score was 26-8-one of the worst 
rolled up against a league leader. 
The Dutchmen have shown a re-
versal of fo\l:m in their recent games. 
They thumped Fidelis earlier in the 
week, and the fraternity five has been 
one of the strongest in the tourney. 
Another surprise defeat resulted early 
in the week when the Panther Lair 
whipped the Gilbert Boys 25-24 in a 
red-hot basketball game. 
Directs 1-M Tourney 
TEACHERS COLLEGE NEWS 
I 
Basketball Season I 
Nears Last Stages 
As the 1935-36 basketball season en-
ters the home stretch, .important games 
betweJn top-flight teams occupy first 
notch on the schedule for the week in 
the Little Nineteen . . One of the most 
important games is slated tonight 
when State Normal and Millikin clash 
at Normal. Illinois Wesleyan has to 
face both Bradley and Illinois College 
this week. Many observers contend 
that Wesleyan will lose its first place 
berth this week. 
The complete card of games reads: 
Tuesday, Feb. 11-Millikin at State 
Nm-mal; Elmhurst at Eureka; Cape 
Girardeau, Mo. Teachers at Carbon-
dale. 
Wednesday - Illinois Wesleyan at 
Bradley. 
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_. Speakers' Club Meet 
WATER MAIN FREEZES: Is Held at Mattoon 
PROGRAM CALLED OFF 
A water main froze up at 
Shelbyville Friday causing 
school to be dismissed for the 
day. That ordinarily isn't a 
News news item-but it is when 
these facts are added: The Col-
lege Tl'io and the Boys' Chorus 
were to have given a program at 
Shelbyville high school Friday 
morning at 10 o'clock. Arriving 
there, they found the school de-
serted, wondered, wandered and 
waited until someone told them 
Shelby High officia:s failed to get 
of King Winter's deviltry. 
word to Friederich Koch, di-
rector of the Chorus and mem-
ber of the Trio - which ex-
p~ains the 40-mile trip for 
naught. 
Eighteen members of the Speakers 
club met at the home of Juanita Brown, 
president, in Mattoon last Tuesday 
night. The trip was made by auto. 
The program consisted of novel fea-
tures. Gl'ace Kortum sang a musical 
number to open the program. A court 
scene to test the speaking ability of 
members followed. C. H. Coleman 
served as judge and also as a defend-
ant accused of murder. 
Later Mr. Coleman talked on the 
values of debating, particularly in re-
spect to the Eastern extra-curricular 
program. 
Following the playing of several 
games, refreshments were served. 
This defeat so depressed the Gilbert 
Boys, league leaders from the week 
before, that they bowed to the Flyers 
the next evening, 25-18. The sad de-
mise of the erstwhile tourney leaders 
allowed the Vikings to grab the lead-
ership although their only contribution 
during the week was a defeat at the 
hands of those Dutchmen. 
John Ritchie is just completing his 
second year as director of intramural 
tourney, which concludes this week. 
Thursda.y-North Central at Wheat-
en, Illinois College at Millikin, .st. Via-
tor at DeKalb, Shurtleff at Burlington, 
Ia., Monmouth at Lawrence. 
.--------------------------- Save THIS Ad! 
Friday- Carthage at Allgustana, Mc-
Kendree at Carbondale, Shurtleff at 
Macomb, Monmouth at Ripon, Oakland 
City, Ind., at Charleston. 
"Windbreak City" 
Built by Students ! THIS AD IS GOOD 
FOR 15c Rose Poly Succumbs 
To Panthers, 54-24 
The Vikings are favored at this Eastern State scuttled Rose Poly of 
stage of the tourney to cop the cham- Terre Haute here Thursday night by a 
pionship. They have a strong team 54-24 score to gain their first triumph 
which features the play of McClure, of the New Year. The game developed 
Ridey, Adair, and Miller. into what may be called a scoring duel 
Saturday - Carthage at Elmhurst, 
Bradley at Knox, Illinois Wesleyan at 
Illinois College, State Normal at St. 
Viator, Millikin at Eureka, Principia at 
McKendree, George Williams at Whea-
ton, Shurtleff a.t Culver-Stockton, 
Carroll at North Central. 
---EISTC:----
Logan, Utah.- (ACP) - Newest 
municipality in Utah is "Windbreak 
City," organized by Utah State College 
students w11o came to school in auto-
mobile trailers, removed the wheels, 
banked the traveling houses against 
the cold, and seWed down for the 
winter. 
-on our high grade 
leather soles for ladies. 
Soles sewed on by the 
LANDIS LOCK STITCH 
method. Longer wear-
greater comfort - ap-
pearance same as new. 
Results of last week's play: between the two teams and the two 
Fidelis 11, Flying Dutchmen 23; Gil- referees. Officials Nelson and Beach 
bert Boys 24, Panther Lair 25; Fidelis almost came out on top, assessing a 
19, R epublicans 14; Gilbert Boys 18, total of 52 personal fouls-something 
Flyers 25; Republicans 20, Titans 16; of a record in the Eastern sector. 
Phi Sigs 3, Hungry Five 29; Vikings 8, So pronounced were the rule viola-
Flying Dutchmen 26; Dark Horses 21, tions that three I?,ose Poly players WE:re 
Titans 7; Panther Lair 11, Newt's Hun- forced from the game, while Eastern 
gry Five 12; Dark Horses 29, Repub- drew sufiicient personals to pass 
Ucans 14; Fidelis over Phi Sigs by for- around at least one to each of eleven 
Millikin Adopts 
Frosh Provision 
President John Hessler of Millikin 
university Saturday announced that 
the freshman or one-year residence 
rule would go into effect at that col-
lege with the sta.rt of school next fall. 
The citizens of Windbreak City turn-
ed out of their twelve trailers tne 
other day to elect Ivan Teuson of Rex-
bur~, Idaho, mayor, and Leonard 1 
Chrrstensen of Los Angeles, California, 'I 
and Ned Tucker of Fairview, Utah, 
councilmen. 
This offer expires Ma.rch 15 
The GOLDEN RULE 
SHOE SHOP 
PHONE 74 
feit. men who appeared in the line-up. 
Only two one-point games were re- Eastern had little trouble defeating 
corded, Newt's Hungry Five nosing out its erstwhile bitter rival from the 
the Lair and the Lair in turn ekeing Wabash. Superior height and experi-
out a win over the strong Gilbert Boys. ence proved early that tne Panthers 
The Phi Sigs duplicated their feat of were headed for overwhelming victory. 
last year-losing a game in which they A safe early game lead mounted to 
scored only three points. cornmanding proportions at half time, 
---.:•sTc as EI led, 29-10. Curry, Tedrick, and 
His decision climaxes a movement 
launched by several Illinois colleges 
late last fall to force this rule upon all 
memb~rs of the Little Nineteen con-
ference, or at least allow those in favor 
to adopt it. It probably also presages 
similar steps to be taken by other sym-
pathetic member schools. 
Miss Booth Describes Holmes paced scorers in the opening 
period. 
war Time Experiences Coach Angus watched l1is team pile 
<Continued from Page 2) 
pea ted reference to a ca.mp libra;ry: 
"There is going to be a large library 
at our cantine, and I am going to have 
charge of it ... An entry in my diary 
for Jan. 21, 1918, says: 'about 175 
books ready to circulate.' . . . Soon I 
went to Paris where I began working 
for the American library association. 
She tells of the numerous air raids 
on Paris and what precautions were 
t aken against them. She describes the 
citizenry who evacuated, and relates 
her experiences in helping these un-
fortunates to reach safe territories. 
Later, she assisted with other libr-
ary ventures. 
"In . _. . 1918 a new library for Am-
ericans in Paris was started ... I class-
ified many books to get them ready 
for the opening of the library . . . 
Ea.rly in September, 1918, a telegram 
was received aski.rl,g for an organizer 
to come at once to put in order the 
library of the Intelligence section of 
the general headquarters of Chaumont. 
I was hurried off and found a library 
of several thousand books." 
The latter part of h er paper dealt 
with the armistice and her return to 
the United States. 
- - -F: ISTc----
F .. L. V erwiebe Article 
Published in Journal 
In the December number of "The 
up adctitional points early in the sec-
ond per'iod and then yanked most of 
his starters from the game. He left 
Curry, who replaced McConnell early 
in the first half. The lanky forward 
went on to score 20 points. Jimmy 
Tedrick's first half onslaught from 
the free throw line enabled him to 
gra.b second scoring honors of the 
evening with 12 points. 
---EISTC:---
W AA 'Open House' 
Committees Named 
Wilma Brumleve today announced 
the following committees will begin to 
work on the plans for W AA "Open 
House" to be held early in the spring 
quarter. Catherine !Lumbr'ick is chair-
man of the ticket committee, Kathryn 
Shores and Elizabeth Widger will wol'k 
on the program committee. The ad-
vertising committee is under Maxine 
Kirby's chairmanship with Ruth Mil-
ler as a.ssistant. 
The finances will be handled by 
Helen Hall, chairman, and Helen 
Jones. The costume committee is com-
posed of Gertrude Foltz, chairman, 
and Helen Carver. Property and rec-
ords will be under supervision of Mary 
Frances Etherton, chairman, and Vio-
let McFarland. The staging and lights 
will be cared for by Wilma Brumleve. 
The musical director is Mrs. Gabel. 
The ushers will be the high school 
GAA girls. Miss Brumleve asks that 
these girls watch the bulletin board 
far further announcements. 
American Physics Teacher" there ap- ---E isTc----
peared an illustrated article, "Models MARTHA TURNER TAKES 
of Thermodynamic Surfaces," by 
Frank L. Verwiebe. The article pre- POSITION IN LOVINGTON 
sents a simplified method of produc-
This declaration by President Hess-
ler is tantamount to League sanctions, 
or a departure from the gold standard 1 
in national policy as far as Little Nine-
teen policies are concerned. The de-
cision may reduce Millikin's vaunted 
artistry in sports to a mere shadow of 
past form-at least for two or three 
seasons. This may be welcome news to 
Eastern sportsmen who lls.ve never had 
much luck a.gainst the Big Blue in 
most of the sports events. 
Howard V. Millard, sports editor of 
the Decatur R eview made this com-
ment in reporting the event: 
"There are many who feel ·that with 
enrollment none too high and with the 
Blue's chief competitors for students. 
Illinois Wesleyan, Eastern Teachers, 
State Normal, Southern Normal and 1 
McKendree, not having adopted the 
one-year residence rule, it will prove a 
great handicap in Millikin's case. 
"Arguments could be advanced on 
both sides of the question, each with 
its good points, so only time will tell 
whether 1936 was the proper time to 
make ·the decided change in athletic 
policy." 
MOORE'S 
SUPER SERVICE 
Grooery-Market 
PHONE 71 
Delivery Service 
Campbell's Shoe Shop 
ing models to make it easy to visualize Martha Turner, .s~nio~ at East.ern, 
the P-v -T (pressure, volume, temper- has accepted a pos1t10n m the LoVlng-
ature) relations for simple substances. ton school system and left Sunday to 
As the condition of a given amount of' ~ake up .her new duti.es Monday mo~n~ 
any gas is dependent upon' three. things, mg. Miss Turn~r Wlll teach the first I 
a three dimensional graph of this sort grade. She plans to . complete work to-
is best for showing the relation. ward her degree durmg summer terms. 
TAPS 35o and 5Qc Installed 
We Special'ize in High Class 
Shoe Repairing 
PHONE 609 
Just South of the Sq11a.re 
on 7th Street 
The models are made of clay, nega- =---------------------------------
tive casts are made and then positive 
casts out of plaster of paris. They 
are then painted in three colors and 
properly labeled. 
One of the models shows the anom-
olous behavior of water in freezing. It 
will expand under usual conditions but 
under pressure will contract as do 
other liquids. The model also shows 
the conditions under which water can 
be boiled and frozen at tne_ same time. 
LINCOLN INN--EASTERN'S CHOICE 
HOME STYLE COOKING 
SERVICE WITH A 
FOUNTAIN SERVI•CE 
GROCERmS AND MEATS 
First Door East of Campus-PHONE 73 
SMILE 
D. T. Freeland 
--LINCOLN THEATRE--
TODAY (TUES . ) & WED.- ·ADM. 10c & 25c 
A Riotous Comedy of Romance in the Newspaper World 
Franchot TONE 
Stuart ERWIN 
Robert FARREL 
Madge EVANS 
Joseph CALLEIA 
J. Farrell MacDonald 
, in 
'Exclusive Story' 
Also L a.test News and Comedy Shows 2 :30-7:00-9 :00 
THURISDAY BARGAIN DAY- CONTINUOUS from 2:30 
lOc to all till5:30; then lOc & 15c 
Claire TREVOR-Ralph BELLAMY 
-Ben LYON 
in 
'Navy Wife' 
FRIDAY, FEB. 14, ONLY-· DOUBLE FEATURE 
FEATURE NO. 1-
"The Best Picture of the Year," Says Nat'l 
Board of Review 
'Man of Aran' 
An Exciting Saga of the Sea 
FEATURE NO. 2-
The Life and Loves of Franz Schubert 
'Lover Divine' 
Thrill to his 'Serenade' and 'Blossom Time' 
SHOWS 2:30-7:00-9:00 
SATURDAY ONLY- Adm. 10c & 25c 
Richard ARLEN 
In 
'Three Live Ghosts' 
with 
Dudley DIGGS- Beryl MERCER 
-Cecelia PARKER 
COMING NEXT SUNDAY-
Bing .CROSBY- Ethel MERMAN 
. in 
'A·NYTHING GOES' 
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Mystery Play 
Cast Quizzed 
Hughes Test Showed Driving Technique Was 
Accident Cause; Artist Foreman Interprets 
All Members of '' Riddle Me 
This'' Cast Agre'e Play Will 
''Put Em in the Aisles. '' 
By Kathryn Walker. 
They came to Eastern from miles 
around. They represent the freshman, 
sophomore, junior, and senior classes. / 
They tried vainly to elude us; but as 
they are the cast of Riddle Me This! 
we sought them out. We find one not-~ 
able difference between them and fac-
ulty cast of Big Harted Herbert. These 
students stare at us boldly and say, 
"No, I don't h ave stage fright!" But 
wait, they say more than that-: 
Donald Tolliver, Louisville, alias 
Frank Marsh-You've seen Don before 
in plays for Open House. Pardon, this 
is an interview. Other experience, Don? 
"In the high school· class play and 
many church plays." What do you 
think of this play? "It's a good show. 
There's lots of work to it; lots of good 
talent to be brought out by that work. 
"It's Everything New" 
"It's something new - the opening 
scene puts this play in a class by it-
self." Stage fright? "No; not especially 
-a little nervous perhaps." In your 
estimation, what is one of highest 
spots in the play? "Kirk's fascination 
to Vera and the results of that." 
It's a 'Coal' Winter, News Reporter 
Decides After Talk with EI Engineer 
Walton Morris, Charleston, alias 
Doctor Tindal- Walt was in several 
plays in high school and in college 
he has appeared in Holiday, The Im-
portance of Being Earnest, and The 
Man Who Married a Dumb Wife. 
"Tllis is just the kind of play that 
EI wants. It's a good play dramat-
ically, is different. I had stage fright 
only once. That was in The Int.ruder, 
and I'll never do like I d'id that night." 
By James Michael. 
After listening to the chief engi-
neer, E. B. Clodfelter, we decided that 
it certainly was "coal" weather. Ac-
cording to the head of the Eastern 
power plant the boilers were using from 
thirteen to fourteen tons of coal per 
day during the cold spell, while nor-
mally only about seven tons are used 
daily. To quiet any that might be 
disturbed about a shortage of coal Mr. 
Clodfelter assures us that we will not 
be affected. The large bins which 
hold about seven hundred tons are 
nearly full. There are to be no further 
shipments of coal this winter. It is 
thought that there is enough coal at 
hand to last until the beginning of 
June; however, as Mr. Clodfelter re-
marked, "You just can't be sure these 
days." This seems to be a general 
opinion. I The coal is brought directly from the 
mines in the southern part of the state. 
Usually two thousand tons are con-
tracted annually, and from fourteen 
hundred to sixteen hundred tons are 
Mick Spence burned yearly. The remammg few 
Walt Morris hundred tons are kept as a reserve. The 
Arthur c . Spence, Decatur, Kirk -
We must explain that Kirk and a 
group were talking and we inserted a 
few of these questions and he didn't 
know we were taking down his words. 
It started out like this: 
coal is dumped at the north end of 
the plant, and is carried up into the 
seven hundred ton bin. From there 
it is deposited in hoppers which hold 
twelve hundred pounds. The hoppers 
feed the coal directly to the huge stok-
ers, which in turn take the coal into 
"Just think, children, ln two weeks-" the fire by means of an endless chain. 
(A moment of staring at the wall.) In the boiler the hot water and 
"Uhh, I'll probably fade right over steam pipes are brought into contact 
those footlights. Holiday is the only with the roaring flames which have a 
other college play I've been in. Well, I temperature of about 1300 degrees Fah-
don't like to brag, but--well-you know renheit. The steam is kept at pres-
that Little Theater group. Say, I was sures from one hundred and twenty to 
in a fantasy in high school. It was one hundred and twenty-five pounds 
the dog-gonedest thing. I had to be per square inch. This pressure is then 
a little old man who sang songs and reduced until it fin.ally enters the rad-
called trains and I'll be darned if that iators at about three pounds per 
director didn't make me go down to square inch. In the hot water pipes 
the depot and listen to the train-caller the water goes "round and round," and 
for two weeks. Stage fright? Oh, it's I comes out in 'Johnnie's' shower. The 
them white lights _that gets m~. If it plant furnishes heat and hot :vater !or 
wuzn't for them little red, white, and all of the college buildings mcludmg 
blue lights I'd be all right. No, really Pemberton Hall. 
no stage fright. That is, I don't think Very few times do we realize that 
so--but I've never had a part as big as our comfort here at school rests in the 
this before. efficient hands of five workers at the 
• 
Business Meeting Held 
By Country Life Club 
Election of officers for the Country 
Life club will be held in the spring 
instead of in September, it was decided 
at a meeting of the organization last 
Monday night. Major business of the 
club is dispatched early in the school 
year and plans for it must be laid dur-
ing the summer and early fall. Hence, 
the club thought it wise to change the 
time of elections. 
At this same meeting Wesley C. East-
man, club adviser, recommended sev-
eral books in the library which young 
people interested in rural life and rur-
al education should read. 
---E:ISTC---
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE TALK 
TO BE GIVEN ON .SUNDAY 
James G . Rowel of Kansas City, 
Mo., will lecture in the college aud-
itorium Sunday afternoon on the sub-
ject, "Christian Science, Its Ministry 
of Reconcili'ation." He will speak as 
a guest of the First Church of Christ 
Scientists. His talk is scheduled for 
2:30 p. m. The public is invited; no 
admission fee will be charged. 
ing." An appropriate motto for these 
workers mi.ght be, ".Pemites, your lights 
may go off, but your heat and hot 
water never." 
The taciturn, modest chief engineer 
had only one complaint to make, and 
that was, oddly enough, complaints. He 
said, "Every time a room is chilly the 
least little bit someone runs to the 
telephone." 
Shoe Repairing Neatly Done 
BRADING'S 
ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP 
Phone 173 
North of Square on 7th St. 
Spence Fears the Worst power plant: These unsung heroes I 
"Duey and I'll probably fall in a dead have worked overtime to keep "Mrs. 
faint into each other's arms." (Duey Smith's little girl" warm while at 
agrees.) "Maybe I do get a bit fright- school. During the coldest days the 
ened." Kirk suddenly gazed melodram- chief engineer was working twenty-
atically at the ceiling and the next four hours a day to keep things going 
thing I heard was him singing the line, sm oothly, and during every kind of 
"I'm building up to an awful let- weather someone has to stay up all 
down." "One thing that'll sure put the night to keep the "school fires burn-
audience in the aisles is Jane Smith. 
Something New~ .. 
Oh, they'll rock and roar. She's great. 
Are you writing this down? Aw, please 
don't print it!" But the press is worse 
than the police. 
Juanita Brown, Mattoon, alias Vera 
Marsh-"I was in the high school class 
play and operettas but this is my ini-
tial entrance into college dramatics. 
Oh, this is a swift-moving play that'll 
MARINELLO 
BEAUTY SHOP 
North Side Square 
SPECIALIZING 
in All Kinds of 
BEAUTY WORK 
We have added the 
"Machineless - no elec-
tricity - no discomfort" 
permanent waves for 
$4.50. Our regular per-
manents are $2.00-up. 
All beauty work by 
experienced ·beau-
ticians. 
• 
hold the audience; it's v -ery human in w c p t Pr 
. . e ers, ou. 
parts and rather gets under one's skin. 708 Linco-ln Phone 165 
Gates Beauty Shop 
Plwne 1506 
I have never had this type of charac-
ter to portray and I like it fine." Stage 
fright? "Never. I don't think that 
there will be any with anyone except 
perhaps one minor role (ouch, could 
she mean us - ummmm). Kirk and 
Mac seem to have had their parts 
written especially for them. Kirk is 
really in his glory." 
(Additional members of the cast will 
be interviewed for next week's issue of 
the News. The editors.) 
A. c. ADKINS 
Groceries and Meats 
We Carry a Complete Line· of 
School ~upplies 
CORNER TENTH AND LINCOLN 
lcurriculum to 
Be Reshaped 
Regulati<>ns for Qualifying as 
Teacher Are Tightened by Cur· 
riculum. Committee. 
The Faculty Curriculum committee 
last week passed $everal new regula-
tions which will make it more dif-
1 f:i:cu:t than it now is for students 
taking a four year curriculum pre-
paratory for high school teaching to 
qualify to teach at the end of two 
years. 
Tuesday, February 11, 1936 
Driving Test Results 
Announced by Hughes 
(C-ontinued trom Page 1) 
cause?" Poor driving technique was the 
correct answer. 
In his report Mr. Hughes comment-
ed: 
"Many things are blamed for this 
high death rate. When you hear a per-
son assert that drunken drivers, or 
speed, or reckless drivers, or any one 
of the many causes back of these 
accidents is the chief cause you can 
be sure that he is rationalizing. Re-
search in the field indicates that 
the above answer (which of course 
According to the lllinnis Certification may be the result of one or a com-
! law a person who has completed the bination of causes) must take the first two years in any curriculum in 
E t uld bt . 1. ·t d 1 b~ame. Although drinking drivers as ern co 0 am a 1m1 e e e- , shou~d and will be severely punished, 
mentary certificate providing the stu- liquor was traced to only a small 
dent 's credits included two quarters number of the above accidents. Too 
of work each in practice teaching, his-
tory (or social science), and mathe-
matics (or natural science). In addi-
tion to meeting the foregoing require-
ments, a student must, according to 
the new ruling of the Curriculum com-
mittee, complete a course in penman-
ship, or show ability to write at least 
a quality of 70 when measured by the 
Ayres scale, and show evidence of pos-
sessing sufficient fundamentals to 
pass a departmental examination in 
arithmetic, grammar, and geography 
unless curses covering these subjects 
are taken in the various departments 
before being recommended for a cer-
tificate by the Eastern Illinois State 
Teachers College. 
----E:ISTC---
GEOGRAPHERS TO MEET 
The Geography dub will meet on 
Wednesday at 7:30 in room 6 to dis-
cuss plans for organizing a chapter of 
Gamma Theta Upsilon at Eastern. 
This is a professional fraternity for 
geography majors and minors. 
After the Game 
visit the 
KRACKER BOX 
FREE COFFEE 
with every 15c lunch 
Fred Fletcher, Prop. 
Operated by "Bob" and "Ab" 
many slow drivers are involved in ac-
cidents, and too many fast drivers 
never have accidents for us to say 
that speed (in itself) is the chief 
cause. 
In the test, however, 456 checked 
reckless driving; 214, poor driving 
technique; 142, speed; 13, no warn-
ing signal; 9, poor mechanical condi-
tion; 7, to highly powered cars; 5; 
juvenile drivers. 
---E:ISTC- -
Franklyn L. Andrews and Hiram F. 
Thut were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Paul 
W. Sloan at dinner Tuesday evening. 
Royal Typewriters 
Repairing 
E. L. ,CHURCH 
505 No. 22nd Street 
MATTOON ILLINOIS 
Fletcher's Grocery 
"WE WANT YOUR 
BUSINESS" 
Phone 422 463 Lincoln St. 
VALENTINES 
For Every Occasion 
• 
KING BROTHERS 
BOOK & STATIONERY STORE 
Phone 428-West Side Square 
NEWSPAPERS MAGAZINES GREE'fiNG CARDS 
Just a Grand .. . 
Walking Shoe .... The Eureka 
Dr. Sawyer's Masterpiece 
Featured Brown Kid, Black Kid, White 
I NV.A.AT~S 
BAOWNbiltSHOE STORE 
RALou• CHARLESTON BOV SCOUT 
H 0 .-. I I ,,. V • L L • '; t 4 (") I ~ .. 
W H. NORRIS is Ford, 
· ham's speed entry in 
the Dartmouth Winter Carni, 
val races. He's shown prac, 
tieing at Lake Placid. 
• 
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JACK KENT, University of 
California water 
polo team's goalie, 
returns a fast ball, 
thereby denying op, 
ponen ts another 
· BASKETBALL IS NOW A "BIG TIME" SPORT in New York City, for the Madison Square 
Garden managers are scheduling a long list of games this seasOn. Here's a bit of fast action 
from the speedy 8t. John's,Westminster College clash. . , 
- FROM ITHAKI TO ITHACA ~ - Costa George Cou· 
varas (left) of Ithaki, Greece, is the first student at 
Cornell University (Ithaca, N.Y.) from the home of Ulysses. 
He's shown with Prof. E. P. Andrews and a rock from 
Couvaras' birthplace. 
Don't Call Him Lillis 
BING Crosby was. chri~t~ned Harry Lillis, .. but no 
one dares call hun Ltllis now. He got the Bing 
because in his first breeches he always asked to have 
the BingviTle Bugle corriic strip readto 1?-im-: He entered 
Gonzaga University (Spokane) after a taste of running 
away from home, and did what 
theatrical people in college seem 
to do, organized an orchestra 
and paid more attention to 
drums and clarinet than phi· 
losophy and religion. 
A theater manager liked 
Bing's style of boo-doo-ta•doo-
ing a song, and Bing met AI 
Rinker, a pianist, whose for· 
tunes were locked with Bing's 
through enough slap-bang, up• 
and-down footlight experience 
to kill two normal lads, including tours with Paul 
Whiteman as two of the Rhythm Boys who used to 
render a powerful Mississippi Mud. 
Some shorts in Hollywood convinced producers 
they should take a chance on this boy with a way of 
singing In the Blue of the Night to send raptures 
world-wide, and the rest is a story of lush success, 
much banking for Bing, horses, golf and three sons 
already well publicized. 
A ]\{ative..-Born Star 
RAISED in Hollywood-discovered in Hollywood. 
This short short story of Joel McCrae's career 
sets him apart from most native-born motion picture 
·stars who nowaday5 go to New York to be discovered. 
Strongly influenced bv William S. Hart. he hoped 
one day to have a cattle ranch. 
Now he has a ranch of r,ooo 
acres and besides is a movie 
star as Bill Hart was once. 
At Pomona College Joel's six 
feet, three inches of stature 
were used to good purpose in 
football, track, and footlight 
activities. Director Sam Wood 
carne to Pomona in 1928 to see 
his daughter act in a college 
show with Joel. Wood watched 
McCrae more than he did his 
daughter. Thmrgh a student ot public elocution, Joel 
didn't get a chance to talk much in the talkies until he 
was cast in an Alaskan hunting story with the late 
Louis Wolheim. Talking and acting an outdoors man 
we:re two things Joel could do wdl. 
1 T ENDED IN A DRA )V , - University of North Dakota Bantamwetghts square off for a .fast 
three-round battle. Its Lindy Johnson (left), four feet three, vs. Gordie Lee, freshman champion. 
RHODES Scholars 
• • Top photo 
~~ to r): D. E. Robin· 
son, Yale; J. G. Ride· 
out, Colby; W. W. 
Roslow, Yale ; C. B. 
Lewis, Johns Hop-
kins and for mer 
Brown student. Bot· 
tom photo: C. S. 
Bell, Virginia ; Rod· 
ney Baine, South· 
western; C. S. Chap· 
man, Davidson; Alba 
Warren, Prmceton. 
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01936, R. J. Reynolda Tob. Co. 
THEY'VE FOUND-A NEW -THRILL ••• IN CAMEL'S COSTLIER TOBACCOS! 
CAMELS 
NEVER GET 
ON MY 
HAVE THE 
FLAVOR 
WH AT OTHERS SAY ABOUT 
I LIKE 
CAMEL'S 
DELICATE 
MILDNESS 
GET MY 
WIND 
LIER TOBACCOS 
IS TRU E FO YOU TOO, YOU'LL FIND. 
What these people above are saying 
is typical of the praises being showered 
upon Camel's coStlier tobaccos by new 
Camel smokers everywhere .•. smokers 
who saw our money-back offer to "try 
ten" ... and took us at our word! 
They tried ten. .• smoked twenty. And 
went on, from pack to pack, to explore 
a new delight ... as they sensed the 
mildness ... the coolness ... the unrivaled 
flavor .•. of Camel'scostlier, non-irritat-
ing tobaccos. They found they could 
smoke Camels steadily-that Camels 
never get on their nerves or tire their 
taste. 
A ttractive trial oHer-We arc 
confident that you will like Camels as 
others do. So accept our invitation-
try Camels. Judge them critically. 
Compare them with othersformildness, 
for bouquet, for throat-ease, for 
good taste. Time flies~get a pack to-
day. Join those who say ''those costlier 
tobaccos certainly make a difference!'' 
rrnoney- c!JJack cflnv;lahon . 
lo lry @amefs 
SDloL.e 10 f:rairant C&Dlels. H you don't find tLeDl tLe 
Dlildest, Lest-flavored eitarettes you ever SDloL.ed, return 
tLe paeL.aie -wi.tL tLe rest o£ tLe eitarettes in it to us 
at any tiDle withln a DlontL f:roDl tLis date, and 
we will refund your full pureLase priee, plus postate. 
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY 
Wiaeton-Salem, NortL Carolina 
•• 
Camels are made 
from finer, MORE 
EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS 
-Turkish and Do-
mestic - than any 
other popular 
brand. 
SISTER of a famed film star, Mar.-
ion Hepburn (righ~;) 
spurns any sugges, 
tions that she enter 
the movies. She's a 
social service student 
at Bennington (Vt.) 
College. 
8 ELLS for the U fll' 
versity of Wis-
consin's new carillon 
tower are inspected 
in England by Bad-
ger graduates, Mr. 
and M rs. L. E. Nel-
son. They are wit, 
nessing .the first plaY"' 
ing of the bells. 
VERLE FROST, Emporia (Kan.) State Teachers College 
freshman, has won the coveted title of "Campus Queen" 
in a contest sponsored by The Sunflower, U;.ndergraduate 
year book. 
E DW ARD 
GERRY is 
the new captain 
of the Harvard 
varsity polo team. 
SLEEPING SICKNESS GERMS have been bred for the first time by Drs. 
G. P. Berry and J. T .. Syverton of the 
UniversitY ·of R.ochestt>:.r _ The germs, too 
.sm~H to ·()£ s-een '\li.ith •••1Y microscope, 
were kept alive on embryonic mouse 
tissue. 
M ECHANICAL TRUANT OFFICER , , Prof. Walter McNelly of 
Miami University asserts the energy testing device pictured above 
can e ern loyed to ascertain whether students keep regular hours and 
QR. LORENZ STRAUB, University of Minnesota hydraulic engmeer, 
has constructed a glass-walled flume in which he makes tests of the 
action of swiftly flowing water, paying particular attention to erosion and 
deposition problems. 
• 
I 
TWENTY-FIVE THOUSAND 
pounds in F. sharp - , An un· 
usual angle photo of one of the 
largest of the 72 bells in the tower 
of the University of Chicago chapel. 
Frederick Marriott (above) is shown 
at the keyboard during one of his 
carillon concerts striking the levers 
which ring the bells in the tower. 
LILLIAN McGRATH Is the new 
president of the senior class at 
Mount Holyoke College, South Hadley, 
Mass. 
CENSURED BY PROFESSORS , , The 
University of Pittsburgh has been 
placed on the ineligible list by the Ameri-
can Association of University Professors, 
who explained they were criticizing the 
administration of Chancellor John G. 
Bowman (left) and not the university as a 
whole. Replied Chancellor Bowman: 
"What of it7" 
First Pl1otos of .L~tom Disintegration 
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THESE FIRST PICTURES ever taken showing the .disintegration of a radium atom and its final 
transformation into lead were made by Dr. T. Russell Wilkins at the Uniy~rsity of Rochester. 
The photo a' the left shows the -breaking up after t~ree steps in the atom 's disintegration, the one 
at the right after five steps. The tracks were made by particles traveling 20,000 miles a second. 
QIXIE'S BARS STILL UP , - H . J. Stegeman (left ), 
University of Georgia athletic director, tells reporters 
at the New York City meeting of A merican Football 
Coaches' Assoc1ation that Georgia w ill not fall in line with 
the Southeastern conference's .radical decision to subsidize 
r(_ 0\VDYISM OF "STEPCHILD ALUMNI" · was 
roundly scm:ed by Dr. W. M . Lewis (right), Lafayette 
president, at the annual luncheon of the Sportsmanship 
Brotherhood. 
C OACHING QUARTETTE,, Lou Little of Columbia, 
Jimmy Phelan of W ashington, Charles Bachman of 
Michigan State, and Hunk .Anderson of North Carolina 
State, gossip over football affairs between sessions. 
ATHLETIC LEADERS attending the coaches' meetings 
included Major John Griffith, president of the N.C.A.A., 
William CoweU, secretary of the University of New 
Hampshire football association, and Dean Roy Mercer of 
the University of Pennsylvania. 
"HAVE YOU READ O U"R UNUSUAL 
- ...... "'-- -
NO-RISK O FFER TO PIPE SMOKERS? 
Here's the reason such a straight-from-
the-shoulder no-risk offer can be made. 
We know that in Prince Albert we've got 
the quality-the t~ste and arotpa-the 
top'-of -the-morning fiavorthat college men 
are looking for. Men who have tried Prince 
Albert are satisfied with no other brand. 
So now we ask that you, too, try Prince 
Albert. · Test · Prince Albert under our 
positive you-must-be-pleased guarantee. 
Note the special "crimp cut." That makes 
P. A. burn slower and give a cooler 
smoke. Note the mildness and absence of 
harshness. That's because of the famous 
P. A. "anti-bite" process that is always 
used in the manufacture of Prince-Albert. 
Prince Albert is packed right-in tifr. 
The big red economy tin contains around 
OUR OFFER 
TO PIPE SMOKERS: 
Smoke 20 fragrant pipefuls of Prince · 
Albert. If you don't find it the mellowest, 
tastiest pipe tobacco you ever smoked, 
return the poc~et tin with the rest of the 
tobacco in it to us at any time within a 
month from this date, and we will re-
fund full purchase price, plus postage. 
(Signed) 
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. 
Winston-Salem, N.C. 
50 pipefuls of choice tobacco. Get pipefuls of frurant 
iiiM·c·EoALiE·~ 
THE NATIONAL JOY SMOKE 
LOCKED ARMS DANCE 
, , Milt &hulman, New 
York University, and Austin 
, , Lambert, Purdue, were caught 
by the action camera in an '\lll' 
usual pose during the game 
- ~ ----- .... ~~~~ .,_which ended in a 43'41 defeat 
for the Boilermaken• 
SIX THOUSAND Chinese 
university students riot 
in protest against the Japa, 
nese,supported a ut on om y . 
movement in north China. 
N EW STU-
'z:t""""h"""' DENT AC-
TIVITY .. , Mas-
sachusetts Insti-
tute of Technol-
ogy is the first in .. 
&titution to estab-
lish small boat 
sailing as a stu-
dent sport. 
pERUNA, Southern Methodist 's famed pony mascot, rece1ves with pride the Texas Cen ..  
tennial Exposition's gift of a ten-gallon hat from Howardine Duncan, S.M.U. Beta Phi Alpha. 
BOB HERWIGK, 
California's six-
feet-four guard, takes 
the ball from the 
backboard during the 
game with Temple's 
basketeers. Califor-
CADET CAPTAIN Leslie Jones, University of New 
Hampshire, pins the gold colonel eagles on Betty 
Corbett, honorary cadet colonel of that institution's Scab-
bard and Blade society. 
